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ABSTRACT
Due to the economic foundation and focused use of private transportation, Auckland has become a prime
example of urban sprawl over the course of the city’s development and urbanization.
The Auckland 2050 plan is a 30 year initiative to move Auckland towards being a multi-nodal city. Auckland’s
city centre will continue to be the focal point of the city but will not be the only point of commerce, cultural
and entertainment. Albany, Westgate and Manukau have been identified as the future urban centres. This project will address how the transport hub within the future metropolitan centre in Westgate could be designed.
Over the next few years, Westgate will be transformed into a key transport interchange, due to the development of the north-western rapid transit corridor. This hub will serve the surrounding area, support residential
intensification in and around the centre.
The current Westgate shopping complex has been outshined by the new North-West development across the
street, comprising of a lot the same functions (and more) as Westgate. As the stores are Westgate vacate, what
can be done on the Westgate site?
This project’s focus on the focal point of this future urban centre, the transport interchange. The project will
aim to cater for the planned development in the area across the next 30 years.
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1.1 Background of the Project

1.2 Project Outline

1.3 Aim/ Objectives

Auckland is one of New Zealand’s major cities and over the course of its development
and urbanization, has become a prime example of urban sprawl. This is due to the
economic foundation of the city, and the focused use of private transportation.1

Westgate shopping complex is currently being replaced by the new Northwest development across the street. It predominantly comprises of similar identical functions
as Westgate but differs in location. The increase in “for lease” boards across vacant
shops, raises the question; what can we do about Westgate?

The aim of this research is to investigate the ways in which a transit-oriented development can integrate into an existing fabric and can reduce private car use and promote
the use of public transit options. Resulting in a hub that is transit and pedestrian
oriented and has a positive impact. The aim of the project is to design a development
which will include a bus transport hub, and related functions such as amenity (cafes,
general stores), offices/business, and the circulation and public space that connects
them.

Suburbanisation became more prevalent in Auckland between 1930s-50s, after the
world wars and the great economic depression settled. Suburbs developed around
wider parts of the isthmus and were accessible by car and public transport (electric
tram, railroad trains, busses). This growth came with the construction of ‘all-weather’
bitumen highways, making the wider areas of Auckland more accessible by road.2

This project is at an architectural scale as designing an entire metropolitan centre is
more in the scope of planning. The emphasis of this project will be on the focal point
of this centre, the transport interchange and how this hub connects to the rest of
the North-West node. As the development in the area is set out in three stages, the
project’s design will attempt to accommodate for the changes in the area across the
next 30 years.

Auckland established itself as a large city by the 1950s and the development of
infrastructure leading up to this point continued to expand. The balance between
public and private transport became more in favour of the car. A regional planning
decision was created, which heavily favoured the development of motorways over a
comprehensive public transport system which was largely based on an American city
planning model. The decision to base Auckland’s transport system on motorways had
a fundamental influence on the subsequent urban landscape that was formed. The
increased reliance on personal vehicles, which was supported by lenient government
lending policies, allowed people to achieve their goals of having a detached house on
a large plot of land. This formed the suburban culture of Auckland and resulted in a
very dispersed urban form.3

In the North-West sector, the proposed development consists of housing, commercial
and business opportunities, recreational areas and transport access.6 The most recent
addition in the Westgate area is the introduction of the North West Shopping centre
and other commercial development (opened in October 2015) 7 which introduced
a lot of amenities (e.g. relocated new library) from Westgate shopping centre. The
second stage which opened in 20168 had expanded on these existing functions and
furthered the decline of the Westgate shopping centre.

Over the next 30 years, Auckland plans to move towards being a multi-nodal city.4
The city centre will continue to be the focal point of Auckland’s business, tourism,
cultural and civic activities, however it will not be the only focal point of commerce
and retail. Albany, Westgate and Manukau have been identified as the ‘nodes’ of this
vision to introduce more urban cores across Auckland. This project is addressing how
the proposed metropolitan centre in Westgate could be designed.

Currently, the site has no definitive transport HUB, and with all the proposed development planned over the next 30 years, there needs to be a defined space which acts
as the focal point for the metropolitan centre that is going to be in Westgate. This
project is that, the proposed transport HUB for the Northwest node which connects
the whole area to Auckland City.

The north-western rapid transit corridor, a dedicated public transport corridor from
Point Chevalier to Westgate, will transform Westgate into a key transport interchange
for the surrounding area, and support residential intensification in and around the
centre.
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1 Social and Economic Research and Monitoring team, “A brief history of Auckland’s urban
form,” (Report by Auckland Regional Council, 2010), 21-22.
2 Social and Economic Research and Monitoring team, “A brief history of Auckland’s urban
form,” 13-14.
3 Social and Economic Research and Monitoring team, “A brief history of Auckland’s urban
form,” 15-16.
4 Auckland Plan, Strategy and Research Department, “Auckland Plan 2050,” (Auckland
Council, 2018), https://www.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/plans-projects-policies-reports-bylaws/
our-plans-strategies/auckland-plan/about-the-auckland-plan/docsprintdocuments/aucklandplan-2050-print-document.pdf. 22.

The North-Western node is an important one as it will connect the north to the west,
primarily serving Massey, Hobsonville and Whenuapai. The development in these areas are detailed in the Auckland Council’s Auckland Plan 2050, a 30-year masterplan
to diversify the business centre across Auckland. The development will be done in a
progression of three-decade long stages. The first stage is currently underway and has
been since 2012 when discussions regarding the future of Auckland were undertaken
by Council and planners.5

Figure 2: Diagram showing Westgate Node (Image from Auckland Plan 2050 evidence report)

Figure 1: Diagram showing city centre with three nodes (Albany, Westgate, and
Manukau), and two rural nodes (Warkworth and Pukekohe)
(Image from Auckland Plan 2050 evidence report)

5 Auckland Plan, Strategy and Research Department, “Auckland Plan 2050 Evidence Report:
Development Strategy,” (Auckland Council, 2018), https://www.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/
plans-projects-policies-reports-bylaws/our-plans-strategies/auckland-plan/about-the-auckland-plan/Evidence%20reports%20documents/evidence-report-development-strategy.pdf. 41.
6 Auckland Plan, Strategy and Research Department, “Auckland Plan 2050 Evidence Report:
Development Strategy,” 41.
7 “Centre Info,” Northwest Shopping Centre, last modified December 1, 2019, https://northwestshoppingcentre.co.nz/centre-info/.
8 “Centre Info,”
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1.5 Scope and limitations
This project comprises of a primary architectural
outcome and a secondary planning outcome. The
primary architectural outcome is a major transport
interchange within the existing site of Westgate
Shopping Complex that will be the focal point of
the new metropolitan centre in Massey North. The
Secondary planning outcome is a transport network
which will detail how the interchange connects to
the rest of the Northwest.

1.4 RESEARCH QUESTION

This research project is in a broad sense investigating the limits to which architecture and planning
can connect a user/pedestrian to greater than
human-scale context. The research project will be
exploring the multiple ways in which ‘Connectivity’
can be used architecturally and in a broader planning sense.

How can a transit orientated design strategy be used to reprogram
an existing development to serve a new purpose?

Designing a HUB is a unique opportunity to introduce a new public and transit orientated methodology to an area dominated by private transport
use. The goal of the HUB is to allow users to move
in and out of the space efficiently by using existing
and planned modes of transport that are connected
by a network which ties into the greater Auckland
public transport Grid. The varying scales of transport that will be managed by this HUB and associated network will range from the pedestrian scale
(walking) to multiple user scale (shuttles, buses,
light rail).
Figure 3: Site aerial view of Westgate and Northwest shopping complex
(Image from Google Earth, edited by Author)
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1.6 State of knowledge in the field

1.7 Methods/Methodology

The knowledge in the field of transit-orientated development (TOD) design is plentiful. There are a multitude of case studies looking at new developments incorporating
transit orientated design (Australian and European examples) and examples of existing suburbs attempting to minimize the private use and shift priority to public transit
use. Analysis of these two types of scenarios will be paramount to the design, as the
area of Northwest has alot of development planned but is near an existing commercial infrastructure and residential area. TOD is a broad topic, and for this research
project, the concept will be analysed through two different lenses; functionally and
aesthetically.

Research for Design:

The first piece of literature will be analysed to gain and understanding TOD principles,
including its aims/objectives and how to achieve these goals. The literature that is
examined is ‘Transit Oriented Development: making it happen’ by Carey Curtis, John L.
Renne, Luca Bertolini. This piece of literature outlines the basic philosophy of Transit
Orientated Design and discusses the arguments to use TOD over traditional sprawled
urban planning. Analysis of this literature will help to inform a framework/design
guideline of what this project’s architectural and planning outcome should follow to
‘functionally’ be a TOD.

After analysing of the pieces of literature, a design criterion will be formed based on
what a successful transit-oriented development (TOD) achieves. Just as the literature
is divided into functional and aesthetically, so will this criterion. Precedent analysis
of transportation interchanges will give a stronger notion to how architecture in this
field has been explored. This criteria will be used to analyse the precedents, to assess
how they perform as successful transit-oriented hubs and understand how their
designs achieved this. Identifying urban design techniques and methods, which will
contribute towards solving problems and developing a successful design.

For the aesthetic analysis component, the work of Reid Ewing and Keith Bartholomew
in their book ‘Pedestrian- and Transit-Oriented Design’ (2013) will be analysed. The
theories and concepts that are discussed here relate primarily to the human scale and
experience. The authors aim to define the measurable physical features of a walkable space which translates to urban design qualities users deem desirable. In short,
solely measuring the physical features of a walkable space alone does not tell enough
about how much that space is experienced. That information does not capture an
individual’s perception of the street environment, perceptions which have a subtle
relationship to physical features. This urban design literature points out the numerous perceptual qualities that influence the walking experience. This information is
relevant because the interchange deals with many modes of transport, users will still
have to navigate on foot through the design. This information is relevant to the design
of the interchange as users will walk to navigate the space and connect to the different modes of transport. The manner in which that transition space is designed must
be meaningful because even though a building may functional work, the experience
of using the space is what users will determine it’s success.

Research into Design

This will begin by reviewing and analysing theories and knowledge from the pieces of
literature and precedents mentioned. Site specific information will also be examined
to comprehend the existing conditions. In addition to this, because this project takes
place within the Auckland 2050 plan, the various literature and evidence reports
realised by the Auckland council will also be analysed to gain an understanding of the
site-specific planning objectives, planned development and identifying problems that
arise from current planning strategies.

A detailed site analysis and neighbouring context is paramount to forming a design
programme. The analysis should identify areas of concern within the site that requires attention to be resolved through the design process. Exploring the design opportunity of the site by mass modelling allows at differing scales for the exploration in
design opportunities and character. This will inform an understanding and developing
the connections between the project site and the proposed development in the area.

2.0 CONTEXT

Research by Design
Explore the project’s architectural potential through design iterations. Using the design criteria derived from literature, the knowledge gained from analysis of the precedent will be applied to the design in accordance to the design conditions discovered
from the site analysis.

Along the analysis of these literature, multiple precedents will be examined from
varying contexts to see how these achieved transit-orientated design. These precedents are, Manukau Bus station (NZ example), West Kowloon station (example in high
density Asian country), and Arnhem Central Transfer Terminal (European example).
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2.1 Background and History

2.2 Current Situation of Northwest

Waitākere Ranges were formed from a large volcano that rose from the sea floor on
the western edge of Auckland. The entire area was once covered by Kauri forests,
but by the time of European settlement arrived, the indigenous Māori had already
burned large portions of the land to be used for farming purposes. The remaining
forest was heavily challenged by the timber industry, active from the 1850s to 1920s.
While early settlers had removed a lot of the original greenery that covered Auckland,
many had chosen to live amongst what was left of the forest in the Waitākere Ranges.9

The current urban form of Massey North reflects the planning decisions made in the 1950s which favoured private
transport. In essence, Massey north is another fringe residential suburb with a retail and commercial centre that is
thirty to forty-five minutes away from the CBD during peak hours.

By the 1900s, Titirangi ranges became a destination for tourists visiting Auckland.
They were advised to take the day trip to see the ‘abundance’ of kauri trees by buggy
or wagonette. Alternatively, tourists could take a train to the Swanson station, and
travel by horseback to see some fine specimen of kauri. By the 1920s, the increasing
activity within Titirangi lead to the establishment of a tea kiosk and later in 1930, a
hotel. The ranges were slowly shifting from a destination to a place people wanted to
live at.10 As people moved out to the fringes of West Auckland, so did industry. In the
1930s Europeans began to migrate west beyond Avondale in search of timber, kauri
gum and flax. Other industries such as brickworks and potteries followed shortly but
the major expansion of the area occurred after the Second World War. A major item
of this expansion, was the completion of the first stage of the North western Motorway to Te Atatu in 1952.11
The west side of Auckland metropolitan expanded as new suburbs were developed
around older settlements, which were included in the boundary of Waitākere City.
Waitākere, by 2000, was claimed to be the fastest growing ‘city’ in New Zealand.12
Westgate and surrounding areas were once rural farmland, until the north western
motorway was extended to Hobsonville road in 196113, which was a catalyst for development in that area. The following decades saw an increase of people moving to
Massey with around 10,000 people in the area between 1968 and 1978.14

Like most outlying suburbs, the land use is primarily residential accompanied with commercial pockets littered
throughout, usually positioned around main roads. The main commercial centre is Westgate and Northwest shopping
centres.
As per the Auckland City 2050 Development plan, the area currently is encompassing of multiple planning zones:
Figure 4: Aerial view project area and context -2008 (Image from Google Earth)

Figure 7: Massey North Zoning Plan.
(Image by Auckland Council,
edited by Author)

Figure 5: Aerial view project area and context -2010 (Image from Google Earth)

The lack of employment in the area led to the urbanisation of Westgate in the late
1990s. This urbanisation saw the introduction of the shopping centre, neighbouring
industry and public functions such as auto shops, the Massey library and YMCA.15
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9 Richard Wolfe. Auckland: A Pictorial History. 2002, 204.
10 Wolfe, Auckland: a pictorial history, 204.
11 Wolfe, Auckland: a pictorial history, 206.
12 Wolfe, Auckland: a pictorial history, 206.
13 “Northwestern Motorway,” Wikipedia, the Free Encyclopedia, last modified January 23,
2007, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Northwestern_Motorway.
14 “What Will Westgate Look Like in the Future,” Auckland Council, accessed October
5, 2020, https://www.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/plans-projects-policies-reports-bylaws/
our-plans-strategies/auckland-plan/development-strategy/future-auckland/Pages/what-westgate-look-like-future.aspx.
15 “West is Best at Westgate Shopping Centre,” NZRPG, last modified September 4, 2017,
https://nzrpg.co.nz/2017/05/17/west-best-westgate-shopping-centre/.

Figure 6: Aerial view project area and context -2017 (Image from Google Earth)
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2.3 Future Development

Figure 8: Westgate Shopping Complex ca.2000s (Image by Unknown)

The change in the zoning is accompanied with the plans for
heavy development in this area. In total, public and private
sector investment in Westgate is currently estimated at nearly
$1 billion. Of that, 300 million is to be spent on building 10,500
houses in Westgate alone over the next 10 years. Along with
the additions of retail stores at (and around) Northwest, a new
multipurpose facility, is also part of the development. This facility includes a library, community centre, and Citizen Advice Bureau. The current mall, surrounding business, and these public
service buildings will provide a lot of employment opportunity
for existing and future residents.17

These residential zones include; Residential – Mixed Housing Suburban Zone, Residential – Mixed Housing Urban Zone, and Residential – Terrace Housing and Apartment. From a planning perspective, these regulations will account for future growth
whilst maintaining the low-density suburban form in some areas. Whilst high density
compact urban form is something Auckland is trying to achieve, a dramatic change to
it from the current low-density form is near impossible and would not be well received by the general population. A slow transition over a number of years is the logical and feasible way to achieve this goal. As it would be financially viable for investors
(public and private) to progress their developments but also for the users of the area
to get accustomed to the new urban environment.
Business zones include; Business – Metropolitan Centre Zone, Business – Local Centre
Zone, Business – Neighbourhood Centre Zone, Business – Mixed Use Zone, Business
– General Business Zone, and Business – Light Industry Zone. From a planning perspective this is model implies the Auckland council wants to diversify business across
Auckland from its epicentre in the CBD.

Most of the development in the area has been part of, or at
least catalysed by the implementation by Auckland Plan 2050,
Auckland Council’s long-term development strategy for the
city’s growth established in June of 2018. This ‘plan’ aims to
address the big issues Auckland faces and recommends the
standard and goals public and private investors/developers’
should be trying to achieve.18

The site falls under the Business – Metropolitan Centre Zone, the unitary plan zone
description for this zone is as follows: “The Business – Metropolitan Centre Zone
applies to centres located in different sub regional catchments of Auckland. These
centres are second only to the city centre in overall scale and intensity and act as
focal points for community interaction and commercial growth and development and
contain hubs serving high frequency transport”16. This planning zone is intended to
provide a wide range of activities/services which including commercial, leisure, high
density residential, tourism, cultural and community and civic services.
The other business zones are of varying scale and serve to provide necessary functions to local suburbs. This allows business of all types to inhabit the Northwest node
will allow for more larger demographic people to live close by and have a shorter
commute time to their jobs. This is intended to be supplemented by allowing zones
at varying scales littered throughout the area. From a planning perspective, the site is
ready to expand to accommodate the future. But how people get to and from work
should also be included in these planning regulations because with little oversight in
this field, we are bound to repeat past mistakes.

Figure 9: Westgate Shopping Complex urban form (Image by Danny De Hek)
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16 “Auckland Unitary Plan Operative in Part - HTML PDF,” Auckland Council, accessed October 5, 2020, https://unitaryplan.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/pages/plan/Book.aspx?exhibit=AucklandUnitaryPlan_Print.

Figure 10: Northwest Transformation growth area. (Image by Auckland Council)

This diagram showcases the development areas over the three
stages. The three stages are roughly ten years long and subsequent. This project is happening during stage 1 (since 2018
– 2030) in which the focus is to establish commercial infrastructure and meet housing requirements for that area. Stage 2
(2030 – 2040) will focus on establishing and developing industry infrastructure in the North West Node and is identified as
‘Future Urban Zone’ in the unitary plan. Stage 3 (2040 – 2050)
will focus on the addition of more housing at varying densities
and typologies.19
17 “$300 Million to Be Spent on Building 10,500 Houses - All Within
Westgate Catchment over the Next 10 Years. - Westgate,” NZ Retail
Property Group, accessed October 5, 2020, https://westgate.kiwi/
news/300-million-spent-building-10500-houses-within-westgatecatchment-next-10-years/.
18 “What Will Auckland Look Like in the Future?,” Auckland Council,
accessed October 5, 2020, https://www.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/
plans-projects-policies-reports-bylaws/our-plans-strategies/auckland-plan/development-strategy/future-auckland/Pages/what-auckland-look-like-future.aspx.
19 “Northwest Transformation,” Auckland Transport, accessed October 5, 2020, https://at.govt.nz/projects-roadworks/northwest-transformation/
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2.4 Character Analysis

Figure 12: Westgate civic space ca. 2019 (Image by Author)

Figure 13: Westgate civic space ca. 2019 (Image by Author)

Figure 14: Westgate pedestrian bridge (Image by Author)

Figure 15: Westgate pedestrian bridge (Image by Author)

The architectural character of Westgate has not shifted since its construction in 1997. The spatial arrangement of this shopping centre articulates the
retail stores to the edge of the site (with space behind shops for staff parking and loading bays for stores). This typology that is prevalent throughout
all malls from this era in Auckland as they reflect the American suburban
mall architype which aims to balance number of retail amenity with parking
amenity for shoppers to achieve maximum profit.
All key areas identified in the Auckland 2050 plan have some form of this
mall typology located within their centres. To reiterate these areas are Manukau, Westgate and Albany in Auckland, and all these areas have a mall or
shopping complex in which their design is centred around shoppers travelling to these destinations using primarily by their own private car. Prior
to recent developments in Manukau (addition of Manuka bus station) and
Westgate (Addition of Northwest mall and Te Pūmanawa square) minimal
thought is given to public transport integration and pedestrian walkability in
these urban hotspots.
Specifically to the open air Westgate shopping complex, the primary public
parking is located in the centre of the site, with retail and amenity encompassing it. Imploring shoppers to access the site by car, park their vehicle
and access the stores on site by foot via a simple circulation design. Before
2017, there were bus stops located in the centre of the site adjacent to a
line of shops on Westgate access road but were relocated to Fernhill Drive
due to construction (resurfacing and improvements to the civic space in
Westgate mall).
The pedestrian areas are primarily the wide footpaths in front of the shops.
These areas are mainly for circulation interval areas adjacent to roundabouts or street junctions that are landscaped and include benches and
trees to create a civic space for shoppers to sit and rest. Trees and greenery
are planted around the car parks and in between parking bays to add a
natural element to an otherwise vast concrete area. Along Westgate Access
Road from the entry from Fred Taylor Drive to the entry from Westgate
Drive, palm trees have been planted along that road to promote way finding
and give the notion this is the central corridor to this complex. The former
bus station (figure 12) in the center of the complex had an architectural
canopy made from industrial steel columns and beams and featured sculptural artwork above the canopy. This is the main architectural feature on the
entire site and was removed in recent improvements in mid-2020. These
improvements include an entire resurfacing of the main central corridor of
the site (road and footpaths), widened footpaths, addition of more greenery
and more definitive and architectural civic spaces.
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Figure 11: Westgate and Northwest commercial area. (Image by Auckland Council, edited by Author)
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Figure 16: Te Manawa (Image by Author)

Figure 17: Northwest - Te Pūmanawa Square (Image by Author)

Figure 20: Northwest shopping mall entrance (Image by Author)

Figure 21: Te Hauāuru Park (Image by Author)

Figure 18: Westgate - Updated civic space (Image by Author)

Figure 19: Northwest - Te Pūmanawa Square (Image by Author)

Figure 22: Kopupaka Reserve (Image by Author)

Figure 23: Te Hauāuru Park (Image by Author)
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Figure 24: Westgate Lifestyle Shopping Complex (Image by Author)

Although these improvements are a step in a right direction, the majority of the
Westgate walkable area is dictated by the parking and vehicular circulation. However,
across the street on the Northewest side leading into Te Pūmanawa Square is a more
definitive example of a space that prioritises the pedestrian. Although the streetscape
of Maki Street has been reflected in the recent improvements in Westgate, Westgate
lacks a meaningful civic space like Te Pūmanawa Square. This square is a low speed
car zone, encompassed by the main entrance of the Northwest Mall on the east side,
the Te Manawa Library on the western side, and restaurants facing the square on
the north and south sides of the square. The square is populated by benches, planted trees and shrubbery, open green spaces and dining seating from the restaurants
spilling out onto the square. The floor of the square is cladded with outdoor tiles
and is done in alternating colours to segment the space and give a visual texture. In
contrast, if this was to be concrete the space would not have the same visual richness
and feel bland and vast. By using tiles and using different colours to act as a visual
partition, it gives the space a sense of scale for the user making it easier to perceive.
The next block over, on the corner of Maki Street and Tawhia Drive is the location
of Te Hauāuru Park. The park uses the same ground street finish techniques used
in Te Pūmanawa square to give the space a visual richness and memorability that
prompts people to return. Raised green open spaces on sculpted concrete platforms,
high quality floor finishes and water features, an abundance of greenery makes this
a successful civic space for users to come to in the middle of their activities. However further down Maki street is the location of the most recent development of this
Westgate Lifestyle Shopping Centre which is a regress to the former mall typology of
Westgate. Once again, the land use of this area prioritises maximum shopping floor
area and maximum parking amenity to ensure profit for the developers. All within
roughly the same size ground area as the entire Northwest Shopping Centre. The
parking amenity is put behind the mall adjacent to the motorway and is the main vehicular entry to the shopping mall. Resulting in Maki Street to be the main pedestrian
access into Northwest and hence why the streetscape has been designed to a high
standard. Walking the length of the Northwest development roughly takes 4 minutes,
yet because the streetscape is visually rich and coherent (not over whelming and perceivable) the journey does not seem long. Whereas shoppers using the lifestyle complex are more inclined to park close to the retail store they want to shop at, do their
shopping, and get back in their car and repark close to the next store. Little thought
has given to the walkability of this space in comparison to the design of Te Pūmanawa
Square and access paths too it. The design of this project must build on the positive
elements in the architectural design of the Te Pūmanawa Square’s pedestrian realm.

3.0 LITERATURE REVIEW

Figure 25: Westgate Lifestyle Shopping Complex - Civic Space (Image by Author)
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3.1 Functional design theory
In theory, transit-orientated development (TOD) design
attempts to facilitate the arrangement of space around
publicly accessible modes of transport. This allows individual users to have a greater ability to access to their
respective building/development/town/city. However, in
practical application, the variables of existing infrastructure, the planning of an area or space, and the behaviour
of transport users, complicate this simple design endeavour. There are numerous pieces of literature that attempt to address this problem and form design theories
that can be used to form a solution.
The first piece of literature analysed was ‘Transit Oriented development: making it happen’ by Carey Curtis, John
L. Renne, Luca Bertolini. The analysis of this piece of literature will help in forming a base understanding of TOD
and what it achieves, and how to implement TOD principles by examining case studies. This basic philosophy
of transit-orientated design is as follows; “concentrating
urban development around stations in order to support
transit use and developing transit systems to connect
existing and planned concentrations of development.”20

Figure 26: Basic transport and land use correlations (Image from Literature)
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Although there are many discussions regarding the planning of cities to apply TOD (across a vast number of contexts), this literature focuses on three main arguments
for the use and implementation of TOD. One argument
is the lack of infrastructure to support multiple transportation options.21 Transit orientated design increases
accessibility as it provides multiple modes of transport
by attempting to create a land use pattern that facilitates
transport options.

20 John L Renne, Carey Curtis, and Luca Bertolini, Transit
Oriented Development : Making it Happen, (Taylor & Francis
Group, 2009), 3.
21 Renne, Curtis, and Bertolini, Transit Oriented Development
: Making it Happen, 3.

The second argument stems from the sustainability of
current urban mobility trends. Cities that are planned
around private vehicular use (like Auckland), are often
sprawled, and have a sizable carbon footprint. The third
discussion to use TOD is for the opportunity to provide
a higher degree of human interaction within the public domain. This argument is based on criticism of car
dependant urban environments and how this land use
pattern segregates pedestrian pathways from private
automobile resulting in a sterile urban experience; even
in areas made for pedestrians in private car dominated
outer suburb residential areas.22
Although it is important to know the beneficial outcomes
of using transit orientated design, it is more fundamental to know how this can be achieved. To do this,
it is important to understand the relationship between
transport and land use. There are two basic correlations
that compare these different elements to understand
their relationship; illustrated in the figure 26 from the
literature.
The first correlation examines the relationship between
speed of a transportation system and varying density
urban environments. More specifically the intensity of
activity in places of residence, places of work and places
of play. The second correlation is between the capacity
and flexibility of a transportation system and the density
of commercial and residential activity.23
Figure 27: Schematic representation of an integrated strategy (Image from Lit.)

22 Renne, Curtis, and Bertolini, Transit Oriented Development
: Making it Happen, 3.
23 John L Renne, Carey Curtis, and Luca Bertolini, Transit
Oriented Development : Making it Happen, (Taylor & Francis
Group, 2009), 4.
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3.2 Aesthetic design theory
Figure 26 illustrates that the car is a low capacity vehicle but highly
flexible in use and spatial reach. This mode of transport can be used
for high speed transportation and is best suited for long distance trips/
low density urban environment found in ‘sprawled’ cities. Walking and
cycling environments provide high capacity, but lack in spatial reach and
transport speed. Transit environments can provide high speed travel
and high capacity and high flexibility in use (using different modes of
transport and multiple routes), but can have a variable speed (based on
mode of transport) and spatial reach (based on the urban density of the
environment). To achieve a functioning transit orientated development,
a combination of the strengths of transit and non-motorized environments must be applied to design. This results in an environment based
around transport that is both fast and flexible but would have to be in a
context that has an overall shorter distance between functions and in a
high-density area.24
Figure 27 is a diagrammatic representation of an environment that applies a strategy that incorporates diverse transport options and location/
destinations (place that includes workplaces, commercial space, facilities) that also acts as the junction between these modes of transport.
Residential areas located around these ‘destination’ areas and along
these transport routes gives users the opportunity to select which modes
or combination of modes can get them to their destination efficiently.

Figure 28: Compact City model (left) vs TOD model (right). (Image from Lit.)

Figure 28 is a schematic comparison between the compact city model
against transit orientated development. The compact city model is a
planning architype in which proposed developments are articulated
within or around existing urban locals, not necessarily designed to incorporate multiple transport options. Transit oriented development, as this
research previously defined, is the more sustainable approach in which
existing and proposed areas are located in or around multiple transport
routes that operate at different speeds and capacities. Resulting in a
planning architype in which a diverse land use is served by a diverse
transport infrastructure.
This covers the fundamental aspects of the transport and land use parameters of TOD, the basic outline here can be used to examine the content of a proposed development to identity strengths and weaknesses of
any particular context, and how the proposed design could address these
issues. Understanding the relationship between transport behaviour and
land use conditions is essential for TOD to be successful.25
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24 Renne, Curtis, and Bertolini, Transit Oriented Development : Making it
Happen, 4.
25 Renne, Curtis, and Bertolini, Transit Oriented Development : Making it
Happen, 5.

The reasons to use TOD principles have been established, including
understanding the benefits that are achieved in urban environments that
are designed around the transit networks and mixed land use pattern.
The next step is to identify urban design techniques to make these spaces more desirable locations for users to interact with. For this, ‘Pedestrian- and Transit-Oriented Design’ by Reid Ewing, and Keith Bartholomew
will be examined.
This piece of literature aims to quantify desirable features in urban
spaces that successfully draws pedestrian usage. The previous literature talked about TOD at scale that was ambiguous but implied a range
from small town to large city. This literature explains the definitions
and theories at a pedestrian scale. The focus of this analysis is how this
literature outlines the urban design qualities that are essential to achieve
a successful pedestrian and transit-oriented design.26 The first half of the
literature discussed the measurable physical features of a space and how
they relate to the experience of the user. The second half details design
checklists of essential and high desirable features for urban space.
When attempting to understand what makes an urban space desirable to
experience, measuring the physical features does not tell us much about
how the space is experienced. That information alone does not capture
an individual’s perception of the street environment. Figure 29 is a conceptual framework detailing physical features and urban design qualities
that influence the overall walkability of a space. Which, in turn effects
the walking behaviour i.e. the frequency of use and type of pedestrian
engagement (for leisure, or for transit).
The urban design qualities or perceptions of a space are directly and
indirectly influenced by the physical features of that space and affect
the walking behaviour of that space. This will be covered in detail when
examining each individual urban design quality. The individual’s reactions
relate to how an individual assesses the conditions they are experiencing.27 Although this is given by their own attitudes and preferences, the
positive use of perceptual qualities of a space (the urban design qualities) can elicit a positive reaction from a user (whilst negative user will
produce a negative reaction).

26 Reid Ewing, and Keith Bartholomew. Pedestrian- and Transit-Oriented Design, (Urban Land Institute, 2013), 34.
27 Ewing, Bartholomew. Pedestrian- and Transit-Oriented Design, 59.

Figure 29: Conceptual Framework detailing physical features and urban design qualities
(Image from Literature)
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3.2.1 Imageability

Eight major urban design qualities by Ewing and Handy
1.

Imageability: “quality of a place that makes it distinct,
recognizable, and memorable.”28

2.

Enclosure: “refers to the degree to which streets
and other public spaces are visually defined by build
ings, walls, trees, and other vertical elements.”29

3.

4.
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30
31
32
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35

The imageability of a space acts on the innate human ability to see and
remember patterns and places. According to the author, Kevin Lynch (1960),
a city that is highly imageable is well formed, contains distinct parts, and is
instantly recognizable to anyone who has visited there before.36

Human scale: “refers to a size, texture, and articulation
of physical elements that match the size and proportions of humans and, equally important, correspond to
the speed at which humans walk.”30

Landmarks are a component that contribute to imageability; however, the
term does not necessarily mean a grand civic structure. What makes a landmark is its uniqueness and location, in relation to its context and the wider city
it is located in.37

Transparency: “refers to the degree to which people
can see or perceive what lies beyond the edge of a
street or other public space and, more specifically, the
degree to which people can see or perceive human
activity beyond the edge of a street or other public
spaces.”31

5.

Complexity: “refers to the visual richness of a place.”32

6.

Coherence: “refers to a sense of visual order.”33

7.

Legibility: “refers to the ease with which the spatial
structure of a place can be understood and navigated
as a whole.”34

8.

Transport interchanges are the focal point of most major developments and
should be a memorable experience for the user. Not just for the sake of aesthetic or showcasing the qualities of the area it is representing but memorable
in terms of its functionality.

Linkage: “refers to the physical and visual connections
– from building to street, building to building, space to
space, or one side of the street to the other that tend
to unify disparate elements.”35

Ewing, Bartholomew. Pedestrian- and Transit-Oriented Design, 60.
Ewing, Bartholomew. Pedestrian- and Transit-Oriented Design, 63.
Ewing, Bartholomew. Pedestrian- and Transit-Oriented Design, 67.
Ewing, Bartholomew. Pedestrian- and Transit-Oriented Design, 70.
Ewing, Bartholomew. Pedestrian- and Transit-Oriented Design, 73.
Ewing, Bartholomew. Pedestrian- and Transit-Oriented Design, 78.
Ewing, Bartholomew. Pedestrian- and Transit-Oriented Design, 80.
Ewing, Bartholomew. Pedestrian- and Transit-Oriented Design, 83.

Imageability relates to “sense of place”. This concept describes how a characteristic visual theme will give an area or space a cohesive sense of place and
consequently prompt people to enter and engage with the space. The author
quotes Jan Gehl, who articulates the famous Italian city squares in which ‘life
in the space, the climate, and the architectural quality support and complement each other to create an unforgettable total impression.’38 When all
these factors work seamlessly, it results in an experience that is physically and
psychologically positive.
Figure 30: Eiffel Tower, iconic landmark in Paris, France. Landmarks are used in urban
design are as visual termination points and orientation points. Landmarks give an area
an identity and visual structure, which make the urban spaces around it a place to be in
(Image from unknown)

Imageability although its own urban design quality, is influenced by the other
qualities and is the result of the effect of all the eight urban design qualities
have on a space.

Figure 31: Diagram of an example of landmarker giving an empty space of sense of place
(Image by Author)
36 Ewing, Bartholomew. Pedestrian- and Transit-Oriented Design, 61.
37 Ewing, Bartholomew. Pedestrian- and Transit-Oriented Design, 61.
38 Ewing, Bartholomew. Pedestrian- and Transit-Oriented Design, 62.
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Figure 32: Diagram showing enclosure formed in urban space (Image by Author)

3.2.2 Enclosure

3.2.3 Human Scale

In addition to the simplified definition, a sense of enclosure refers to spaces where
in the height of the vertical elements (walls, columns, trees) is proportionally to the
width of the space in between, which results in a space with a room-like quality.39 The
importance of ‘enclosure’ is that is gives the user a sense of position in an outdoor
environment; in contrast to wide open space with minimal vertical elements to define
the area. Creating an enclosure in a setting, gives users a reference point to which
they can refer to when navigating the wider setting, this holds true for spaces in the
outdoors and in urban settings.

Human scale as an urban design quality is the relationship between the size
and scale of built elements in relation to the user. These elements include
but are not limited to; building details, pavement texture, street trees, and
street furniture. The definition for human scale by the ‘Urban design glossary’ by the city of Seattle is as follows; “the quality of a building that includes
structural or architectural components of size and proportions that relate to
the human form and/or that exhibits through its structural or architectural
components the human functions contained within.”42 An example of this is
how moderate-sized buildings, narrow streets, and small spaces create an
intimate environment. Using the opposite proportions i.e. Large buildings,
wide streets, and open spaces create a vast, impersonal environment.

Outdoor environments can have enclosures created by the arrangement of trees and/
or shrubbery with the addition of place marker/maker like a fountain or statue. In
an urban environment, an enclosure can be formed by street/boulevard/plaza lined
with a visually unbroken line of building fronts (of roughly equal height).40 As important as it is to know how to create enclosure, it is equally vital to understand the
circumstances that impact it negatively. Visual breaks in the continuity of the vertical
elements that enclose a space erode the sense of enclosure. Visual breaks could be
nonactive uses that do not promote human activity such as vacant lots, parking lots,
driveways and anything that is considered dead space.41v

Human scale can also be described in terms of human speed. This relates to
the fact that majority of urban environments are designed to accommodate
bulk growth and the high transport speed of an automobile. When these
types of environments are navigated by foot (human scaled transport), such
as busy main roads, the experience is overwhelming and creates disorientation. Creating an urban environment to the speed humans can navigate
it naturally, allows for a lot more design opportunity to show architectural
detail; which intern visually enhances the space.43

Figure 35: Urban space utilizing trees, benches, light poles to give users a reference scale.
(Image by unknown)

Figure 33: Diagram showing enclosure formed under a tree (Image by Author)
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39 Ewing, Bartholomew. Pedestrian- and Transit-Oriented Design, 63.
40 Ewing, Bartholomew. Pedestrian- and Transit-Oriented Design, 64.
41 Ewing, Bartholomew. Pedestrian- and Transit-Oriented Design, 66.

Figure 36: Diagram showing human
scale in relation to a tree and then
extrapolated to a built structure
(Image by Author)

Figure 34: Building line facade for the walls of the enclosure, edge of roof line/sky line is
the indicative ceiling.(Image by unknown)
42 Ewing, Bartholomew. Pedestrian- and Transit-Oriented Design, 67.
43 Ewing, Bartholomew. Pedestrian- and Transit-Oriented Design, 68.
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3.2.4 Transparency

3.2.5 Complexity

Transparency as an urban quality is the degree to which
pedestrian users can perceive the human activity beyond
the edge of a civic space. An example of transparency is
the classic store front with large display windows to invite people passing by to look in and bring them into the
shop. Conversely, blank walls or reflective glass eliminate
transparency and thus convey the message of privacy
and non-public space within. The built elements that
effect the transparency of a space are elements such as:
walls, windows, doors, fences, landscaping, and openings
into midblock spaces.44

The complexity of a space is simply the variety of appearance/aesthetic of the physical environment. Pedestrians are adapted to receive information of the environment
around them at perceivable rates. Too little information, i.e. a visually bland environment, will lead to a user having a bland experience of that environment. Too much information can lead to a sensory overload of the user, confusion and disorientation.46

The reason for the use of transparency is to draw people
into a space they might want to explore and reside in. It
is a subtle visual way of telling users that are navigating
urban space that there is something beyond a facade
or visual termination point they are facing. Streets with
many entryway alleys give a sense that there is human
activity happening beyond that street.

Figure 37: Building facade reflecting internal use
(Image by Tanja Milbourne)
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Figure 38: Visually band space vs visually complex space (Image by Author)

Complexity relates to the how the space is perceived by the user, whether they are on
foot or in a motorized vehicle, speed has an influence on how the space is perceived
and henceforth an effect on the complexity. For example, pedestrians moving at a
slow speed will require a high level of complexity in the environment to hold their
interest. Whereas, if the user is in a vehicle moving at a high speed, they will find the
same environment hard to examine due to the visual complexity and will result in
disorientation.47
Factors that affect complexity are; varying building shapes, varying building sizes,
materials, colours, architecture, and ornamentation. Users prefer streets with a high
level of visual complexity. Urban environments with high visual complexity are spaces
where there are more ‘things’ to look at such as; building details, surfaces, geometry,
changing light patterns and circulation and activity of other users.48

The street level is the most impactful level in which
transparency can used to engage people as it is the
threshold between indoor and outdoor space/one space
to another. The most effective use of transparency is
when the internal activities are externalized.45An example of this is when restaurants and cafes have their
dining space spill out onto the sidewalk; by having the
function in the direct vicinity of users, this encourages
them to come in. The direct approach that conveys the
transparency of function is the use of signs. This would
be used for areas of specific use (schools, health facilities) but can still be used in conjunction with subtle use
of architectural transparency mentioned previously.

The Author refers to the work of Jan Gehl, Life between Buildings (1987), in which
Gehl articulates how an interesting walking network has the psychological effect of
making the overall travel time seem shorter to the user. This is achieved by drawing
the user’s attention away from the task of walking and diverting their attention to
more visually engaging elements in the environment. This relationship between complexity and the user’s perception justifies the reason people are willing to walk longer
distances in urban contexts compared to suburban ones.49

44 Ewing, Bartholomew. Pedestrian- and Transit-Oriented
Design, 70.
45 Ewing, Bartholomew. Pedestrian- and Transit-Oriented
Design, 71.

46
47
48
49

Complexity has been discussed in terms of visual aesthetic, but it can also relate
to land use/pattern of development. This idea runs parallel with transit orientated
design philosophy; the integration of land use, housing typologies, user activities,
diverse transportation options.

Ewing, Bartholomew. Pedestrian- and Transit-Oriented Design, 73.
Ewing, Bartholomew. Pedestrian- and Transit-Oriented Design, 74.
Ewing, Bartholomew. Pedestrian- and Transit-Oriented Design, 74.
Ewing, Bartholomew. Pedestrian- and Transit-Oriented Design, 74.
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3.2.6 Coherence

3.2.7 Legibility

As complexity refers to the visual richness of an environment, coherence is the urban design quality that regulates complexity. As mentioned, a space that is overly
complex in visual aesthetic, diverse functions and confusing circulation, will cause users to feel overwhelmed and
confused, resulting in a negative experience. A coherent
space has built elements that are ordered in a perceivable way for the user.

Just as how coherence is what regulates visual order of an urban space, legibility
is the functional interpretation of that urban quality i.e. how easily a place is understood and accessed by a user. Imageability is closely related to legibility, as the
pedestrians require a sense of orientation when navigating a space, and physical
elements (especially memorable ones) serve as reference points.52

The coherence of a space is influenced by the built element’s scale and character, as well as the arrangment of
the structures in the context, paving materials, landscaping, street furniture and other physical elements.50
Coherence relates to visual order, and this sense of
order can be used on a large scale like when examining a
city. At this scale coherence is achieved by ordering the
functions and densities in way that does not disorientate
users in that given context.51

There are multiple factors that influence the legibility of a space, one of them is the
layout of the street network. This relationship between layout of streets and legibility
does not relate to any visual aspect but rather to the space that is navigated and the
user’s ability to remember and map the area. A normal street grid is easy to navigate
and unless the built elements are memorable, it is hard for a user to distinguish one
block from another. An irregular street grid is harder to navigate and create a mental
map of when first experiencing it. However, it is more memorable due to the different orientation and varying length of blocks that create irregular built elements and
provide a diverse aesthetic to an urban environment. In both examples, the character,
placement, and size of the other physical elements contribute to determining the legibility of a place.54 Signage and landmarks are other physical elements which contribute to making a space memorable and distinguishable from its surroundings, and thus
increase the legibility of a space.55

Figure 40: Urban space and architecture exhibiting legibility (Image by Rasmus Hjortshøj)

3.2.8 Linkage

Figure 39: Exterior of residential dwelling. An example of coherence and complexity working
together (with attention to the built elements) is the architecture of earlier eras. In which,
coherence was achieved by using common materials, handcrafted details, and reflection of the
function within. (Image by unknown)
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People have an inherent need to categorize, quantify and map elements that are new
to us. When in a new place, people will automatically try to map where they came
from, in regard to where they need to go, establishing a mental map of the area they
are navigating. With the use of imageability and complexity, a space with distinct
landmarks, memorable architecture, will help users form mental maps that are relatively accurate. Contrarily, an urban space that is blank, empty, lacks in visual complexity and has no built elements that are memorable, will be difficult to understand
and harder for the user to map the space mentally.53

The concept of linkage as an urban design quality is closely related to connectivity,
as both qualities deal with connecting two elements. Linkages relates to features in a
space that promote interconnectedness between different built elements or different
areas. This can be a visual or physical connection, a link established through architectural style between two buildings or accessible pathway that physically connect
to two spaces. In addition to these criteria, linkages can also be psychological, not in
aesthetic but in terms of proportion and scale of built elements and the addition of
common elements to establish a psychological link.56

50 Ewing, Bartholomew. Pedestrian- and Transit-Oriented
Design, 78.
51 Ewing, Bartholomew. Pedestrian- and Transit-Oriented
Design, 78.

52
53
54
55
56

Ewing, Bartholomew. Pedestrian- and Transit-Oriented Design, 80.
Ewing, Bartholomew. Pedestrian- and Transit-Oriented Design, 81.
Ewing, Bartholomew. Pedestrian- and Transit-Oriented Design, 81.
Ewing, Bartholomew. Pedestrian- and Transit-Oriented Design, 82.
Ewing, Bartholomew. Pedestrian- and Transit-Oriented Design, 84.

Figure 41: Urban space and architecture exhibiting linkage (Image by unknown)
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3.3 Design Strategy
After analysing the various literature, information from both pieces can be distilled
and summarised into a design strategy. Just as the literatures were differentiated
into functional and aesthetic categories, the knowledge learnt and in turn this design
criteria will be contrasted in the same way. The following are goals which the design
should achieve to be a successful transit-orientated development.

3.3.2 Aesthetical Outcomes
1.

The architectural design should be memorable, in terms of function
and visual aesthetic. A design that is easy to navigate and is interesting to look at, will result in a positive user experience. The design
needs to be recognizable so that it may serve as a reference point (on
a city scale) for travellers and become a hub for pedestrians.

2.

The design should apply the use of ‘enclosures’, internal or external
spaces defined by vertical elements that give the user a sense of
position. Having enclosures throughout a development gives users a
reference point (on a building scale) while navigating through a complex space. Visual and physical linkage between these spaces increase
the interconnectedness within a development.

3.

Designed to a Human scale, in which the physical elements match
the size and proportions of Humans and the speed at which they can
perceive it. Creating an urban environment to the speed humans can
navigate it naturally (on foot or cycle), allows for a lot more design
opportunity to show architectural detail.

4.

The architectural design should be transparent and legible in use,
navigation and function. The function of the development should be
visually apparent (in contrast to its surrounding context) to users.
The circulation, how users navigate the space should be functionally
transparent, i.e. not confusing. Applicable to external and internal
spaces.

5.

The design is integrating multiple modes of transport with diverse
functions and user activities and must illustrate this complexity to its
user. Similar reasons to point one, users prefer streets and environments with high (but coherent and perceivable) visual complexity; as
that will increase memorability of the space.

3.3.1 Functional Outcomes:
1.

Design which facilitates multiple transport options.

2.

Design which promotes sustainability, by reduction of car use, this
can be extended to building material and mechanical systems.

3.

Design which promotes a higher degree of human interaction.

4.

An urban environment which is a transit oriented, and pedestrian
and cycling oriented.

5.

Design which facilitates and promotes a diverse land use pattern.

Resulting in a design which has to capacity to serve a high number of users, can offer
multiple transport options, can connect other nodes, and promote diverse land use
pattern.

4.0 PRECEDENT REVIEW

Adhering to this part of criteria will result in a design that will be memorable to
navigate, use and experience, resulting in an overall positive pedestrian experience.
These literature-based design criteria are part of the overall design strategy that will
be summarized after analysing precedents and the project site. This criterion will be
used in the analysis of the precedents to assess how they perform as transportation
hubs and how pedestrians connect to and navigate the space. The aesthetic design
criteria outlined will also serve as the framework of architectural analysis of the precedent and how the built forms impact the users experience.
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4.1 Manukau Bus Station

Figure 42: Station Entry of Putney Way (Image from Cox Architecture)

Designed by Cox Architecture in partnership with Auckland Transport, this is
one of the first iterations of a transportation hub designed in an area identified as a future metropolitan area in the Auckland 2050 plan. Manukau bus
and train station are a critical junction in South Auckland’s transport network. This project represents an exemplar engagement with mana whenua
and application of the Te Aranga Principles.57 The train station was finished
in 2014, along with the Manukau Institute of Technology (MIT). The Bus station was completed in 2018 and both the stations have become the heart of
connected public transport in South Auckland, connecting the bus network
to the train network.58

The station architecturally, aims to incorporate local and cultural history in its built form. The design team maintained
a close partnership with mana whenua (Māori authority of
land use, aim to represent local tribe history and legends
through the new structure that are built on any particular
site) to understand the traditional narratives and cultural
elements the design of the structure can represent. Aligning
their design strategy with the Te Aranga Principles (set of
outcome-based principles founded on intrinsic Māori cultural values)61, the design team generated a list of outcomes
they aimed to achieve, these included:62

The station occupies a site that was formerly a car park for the Manukau
Civic building. The project area of roughly 1.5ha, formerly used as a car park
of 650-700 spaces for users primarily of the Manukau civic building (right
of the site) and secondary users of MIT campus (left of the site) and users
visiting the surrounding commercial space. Although the Westfield and
commercial space (located to the north of the site) have their own parking,
during peak hours of operation, users would park in this area too. This
area was replaced with a 23-bay bus station that is universally accessible,
bike parking racks, taxi parking and drop-and-ride area. Additionally, the
station accommodates other general transport hub programme, such as
convenience kiosks, real time passenger information and help points, and
AT Metro customer service centre. The station also features paid lockers,
24-hour security, CCTV monitoring, waiting areas, toilets and bus staff and
office facilities.59
This bus station is the one of Auckland’s councils first applications of creating a node in the public transport system that integrates multiple forms of
transport with diverse and frequent bus/train routes as illustrated in figure
44.
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Figure 44: Diagram comparing Auckland’s current public transport network to AT’s proposed transport network
(Image from AT)

•

Wide-ranging use of natural timber finishes
and display of significant iwi art features.

•

A net motif referencing ‘Kaiwhare’ (guard
ian of the Manukau), designed by Amiria
Puuia-Taylor, will be featured on the glass
façade.

•

Sustainable use of storm water to replenish
rain gardens and feature this prominently in
pedestrian areas.

•

Passive ventilation and heating design ele
ments to improve the bus station environ
ment.

The current transport philosophy is too having many infrequent routes that
connect many locations with other locations i.e. many routes that overlap
to connect every suburb as depicted in Model 1. Model 2 suggests a new
public transport system which is designed to be simpler, and to focus on
connectivity and frequency of routes. This new system has fewer routes at
a higher frequency all going to and from a specified hub in a future urban
zone (Manuka – South Auckland in this context).60

The station was design in a way to represent the local and
cultural history of the area, and provide a high level of
service, security and shelter.63 The canopy features diagonal
roof planes running in north-south direction to provide maximum amount of natural light to illuminate the space. The
design for the layout of the station was done to promote
intuitive orientation and wayfinding, the clear façade and
lack of walls on the station level supports this. The interior
side of the canopy, along with interior finishes, and local
traditional artwork and imagery enhance the sense of space
in the building.

57 NZ Institute of Architects (www.nzia.co.nz), “Manukau Bus Station,” NZ Institute of Architects (www.nzia.co.nz), accessed September 19, 2020, https://www.
nzia.co.nz/awards/local/award-detail/7238.
58 Auckland Transport, “Manukau Bus Station,” Auckland Transport, accessed September 19, 2020, https://at.govt.nz/projects-roadworks/manukau-bus-station/.
59 Auckland Transport, “Manukau Bus Station.”
60 Auckland Transport, “Manukau Bus Station.”

61 Advice for Homes, Buildings & Neighbourhoods - Auckland
Design Manual, “Te Aranga Principles - Auckland Design Manual,”
Design accessed September 19, 2020, https://www.aucklanddesignmanual.co.nz/design-subjects/Māori-design/te_aranga_
principles.
62 Auckland Transport, “Manukau Bus Station.”
63 Auckland Transport, “Manukau Bus Station.”

Figure 43: Interior of station, showing waiting area & ceiling finish (Image from Cox Architecture)

Figure 45: Internal render of Station. Highlighting circulation and leisure spaces and daylight entry through canopy.
(Image from AT)
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provide easy pedestrian access to the bus interchange
from Manukau train station

4.1.1 Functional analysis:
1.
Part of the design of the bus station was to provide a meaningful connection between the bus and train stations via
Putney Way.64 The design of the connection was turning the
footpath on the station side of Putney way to a desirable
urban space that, as mentioned, provides an access path
for passengers to the train station at the pedestrian scale.
Emphasis was also put on the street scape surrounding the
design by adding aesthetic value (improve street finish,
greenery and street furniture) to these high pedestrian
active areas. Footpaths have been widened to a minimum
of 4 meters with addition of street furniture, greenery and
public waiting area. Additional features include stormwater
management with rain gardens, better street lighting for
security, parking racks and rubbish bins.65

MANUKAU
TRAIN STATION

Proposed temporary bus
stops (while interchange
is under construction).

The design of the building incorporates several sustainable
design features in the form of passive ventilation design,
stormwater design and grey water reuse, and passive cooling design for plant room areas. The station building has
concrete floors to retain heat in winter months and glazed
ceiling panels to promote heat loss during summer months
to passively heat and cool the building. Storm water design features include; rain gardens which does not require
electrical pumping and a grey water system that treats grey
water (sink water) for odour and is recycled back to be used
for toilet flushing.
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Multiple transport options

Prior to the addition of the bus station, the area was serviced by bus stops and the
Manukau train station under the MIT building (opened in 2014). Although the station
didn’t add a mode of transport because prior to its completion, the site and greater
context was accessible by car, bus, train and by foot. The station built on the local pedestrian familiarity of the MIT/Manukau Train station hub and introduced a definitive
location for the bus services to be accessed. Although minimizing parking amenity,
the design of the station conjoined with the train station allows for a high volume of
pedestrians that access the site to be able to travel Auckland wide.
2.

5.

Diverse Land Use Pattern

The bus station and train station are located in the middle of the Manukau Business
centre and the services within the programme of the station facilitates and supports
this diverse land use, on a pedestrian scale (by enhancing the walkability of the
space) and on a wider scale (bus and train services).

Sustainability

The design meets this criterion of the literature-based design framework successfully.
As mentioned before, the design tries to incorporate passive ventilation and heating
strategies for its public and mechanical servicing areas. Also reuse systems in place
for the stormwater (reused for water the gardens and green features) and grey water
(sink water that is odour treated and reused as flushing toilet water).
3.

Human Interaction

The design of the bus station is open plan to allow for easy navigation for passengers
who are waiting for a bus service, or ones getting off the bus to either connect to a
different service or train or connect to the surround retail and commercial area. As
mentioned, a lot of attention was given to the design of Putney way, enhancing that
streetscape to make it a more desirable distention.
4.

Transit and Pedestrian Oriented

The design for the station attempts to correlate all forms of transport on the site
while minimizing private vehicular use, and accounts drop off areas for users want to
use the bus or train station. The design of the station features bike parking located at
the bus station, train station and along Davies Avenue. In the immediate area there
are a high number of parking lots and in the station itself (although mainly for staff).
Park and ride facilities were not a focus for this design, as Manukau is a destination
station and the design team argue that there is no substantial evidence showing a demand for park and ride facilities for the bus station.66 The streetscape scape revamp
of Putney Way was included in the design to provide a meaningful pedestrian connection from the bus station to train station or bus station to Manukau Square, Manukau
Library and Manukau Westfield.

Figure 47: Plan Diagram showing future development (Image from AT)

Bus operating area

Figure 46: Conceptual ground floor plan of bus station and surround context. (Image from AT)
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64 Auckland Transport, “Manukau Bus Station.”
65 Auckland Transport, “Manukau Bus Station.”

66 Auckland Transport, “Manukau Bus Station,” accessed September 19, 2020, https://
at.govt.nz/projects-roadworks/manukau-bus-station/.

Figure 48: Putney Way redesign (Image from AT)
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4.1.2 Aesthetic analysis
1.

Figure 50: Exterior render of bus circulation side, showcasing sawtooth design (Image from AT)

Memorable – functionally and aesthetically

The functionality of the design has been previously analysed and is successful in
achieving this criterion. Aesthetically, the design of the bus station does the same, as
it uses the local heritage of the area as an inspiration in the built form, art installations and material finishes.
2.

Enclosures

The design uses the idea of enclosures in two areas, the interior of the station and
the urban space outside the main entrance. As discussed, the internal area of the
station is primarily used for circulation, waiting area for passengers and other amenities such as toilets, admin and staff areas. There are no vertical elements in the
ground floor plan that go all the way to the roof line so the entire station feels like
one big space. Although vast big spaces can be over whelming for a pedestrian user, it
is for done at a scale that does not have a negative effect. The wood material ceiling
panels help to soften this effect as well. Externally, the overhang of the roof forms
little pockets of enclosure along the Putney Way, so users outside of the station can
‘be’ in the station without having to enter it. Which adds to the public urban space on
Putney Way.
3.

Human Scale

Leading on from the previous point made, the use of panelised wood as a finish,
helps to stop the overpowering nature a vast looming roof element could have, if
done in another bland finish. By panelising the material finish, it gives the finish a
visual texture that allows the user a reference to perceive it by. The design employs a
similar strategy for the floor finish both inside and outside the station in the pedestrian areas.
4.

Navigation and Function

The previous points discussed help to access this criterion. The façade of the building
on Putney Way is mostly clear glazing, with the interesting elements being the angular overhang of the roof. Due to the idea of these forming little pockets of enclosures
that eventually lead to the main entrance aid in navigability of the external space of
the station. The interior of the station, as previously stated, is open with areas that
are at standard room height type enclosures that are occupied by various functions
and are distinctly labelled. The entrance to the station is on one side , opposite to the
side the buses pull into. So users only have to travel from one side of the station to
the next, hence a direct line of circulation that is clear.
5.
Figure 49: Interior of station showing use culturally influenced sculptures,
circulation space and ceiling and wall finishes
(Image from Cox Architecture)
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Complexity (Coherent and Perceivable)

Figure 51: Station Entry of Putney Way (Image from NZIA)

Figure 52: Photo from Putney Way, showing the urban space (Image from NZIA)

As mentioned in point three regarding human scale, the panelised texture finish helps
to add a visual texture to roof and floors, and in terms of this criterion enhances the
visual complexity.
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4.2 West Kowloon Station
Built in 2018 and designed by architect Andrew Bromberg at Aedas, the West Kowloon Station is a high-speed underground train station in Hong Kong and is one of the
largest and busiest train stations in the world. The station was the new section of the
142 km long GuangZhou-Shenzhen-Hong Kong rail service which connects with the
national high- speed rail network, which is more than 25000 km long and travels to
Beijing. Due to this access to the rest of China and the handling of passengers through
border controls and security, this station’s design is unlike the traditional train station
typology but more on par with that of an airport.67

Figure 53: Photo for exterior, showing a civic space
(Image from Edmund Sumner)
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67 ArchDaily, “Hong Kong West Kowloon Station / Andrew Bromberg at Aedas,” last modified
March 8, 2019, https://www.archdaily.com/911930/hong-kong-west-kowloon-station-aedas?ad_source=search&ad_medium=search_result_all.

Figure 25: Diagram showing how
form of station connects to future
development
(Image from Aedas)

The station is located in central Hong Kong, in the existing urban fabric, and in its immediate context is the
future site of the West Kowloon Cultural district and is
next to the Victoria Harbour, current and future iconic
and high-density areas. These conditions are very similar
to this project’s brief, and the one underlying goal of the
scheme is to be the ‘gateway’ to Hong Kong. It was vital
to the brief of this project that the design of the station
connects with the surrounding urban context.68

Figure 54: Photo for exterior, showing glass facade
(Image from Edmund Sumner)

Figure 55: Diagram of the converging forces of Hong Kong
(Image from Aedas)
68 Archello, “Hong Kong West Kowloon Station | Andrew
Bromberg at Aedas | Archello,” accessed September 19, 2020,
https://archello.com/project/hong-kong-west-kowloon-station

Figure 56: Site plan of development (Image from Aedas)
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Figure 57: Roof lookout infront of Honk Kong Skyline (Image from Aedas)

Figure 59: Exterior civic green space (Image from Edmund Sumner)

As per the brief, the station is very civic centred, as this station
is acting as a landmark but its built form, angles and planes of
the façade along with a large green rooftop pedestrian pathway, gesture to key elements of the city. Therefore, allowing users to make visual connections to the city. The design achieves
this by compacting all the supporting structure to allow for a
very large void in the arrival/departure hall. The ground of the
outside civic space slopes down to the towards this void and
the roof structure slopes over above this void, and gestures towards the harbour (and planned West Kowloon development).
Resulting in a 45 m high volume which directs all attention to
the south façade which internally frames the view of the Hong
Kong skyline to the back drop of Victoria Peak, establishing a
strong sense of place on arrival.69 The built form of the design
was inspired ‘by the idea of forces converging on Hong Kong
– linked to the converging tracks coming to the station’. The
project uses this idea to maximise the visual gestures both
internally and externally.
Part of the urban green space outside is pedestrian paths that
lead up to the rooftop of the station; where the dense greenery
of the ground/road level is reflected up here aswell. Due to the
low height of the station and most of the functions being underground, the above ground floor space is used for the ground
level urban green space and pathways on the station roof. The
walkable roof offers the public a vista over the Victoria harbour,
and what will be the future cultural precinct of west Kowloon
and towards Hong Kong’s skyline.70

Figure 58: Section diagram (Image from Aedas)
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69 “Hong Kong West Kowloon Station | Andrew Bromberg at Aedas
| Archello,”
70 “Hong Kong West Kowloon Station | Andrew Bromberg at Aedas
| Archello,”

Figure 60: Pedestrian path to roof lookout (Image from Aedas)

Figure 61: Section diagram (Image from Virgile Bertand)
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4.2.1 Functional Analysis
1.

Figure 64: Ground floor plan of West Kowloon Station (Image from Aedas)

Multiple transport options

Prior to the construction of the station which started in 2010, the project area was
occupied by a bus depot, a junkyard of sorts and the Kowloon golf range. The primary
modes of transport during this time were bus and car. The introduction of the train
station brought train access to the site and accommodates other modes of transport,
such as car parking and immediate bus stops which are located around the station.
2.

Sustainability

The design promotes sustainability through its landscape design, and it’s integration
into the roof structure.
3.

Human Interaction

The design separates leisure areas from functional areas, although it should be noted
that waiting areas are not necessarily for leisure. The areas that are meant for interaction are void of any functions or important circulation. Rather, these leisure spaces
are engaged by the station’s interesting built form (compounded with meaningful
landscaping) to frame certain views and gesture towards other parts of Hong Kong’s
skyline and create an interesting urban space to be in and interact with.
4.

Figure 62: Site diagram of Station access points and flow of people (Image from Aedas)

Transit and Pedestrian Oriented

As mentioned, the design handles a high volume of people coming in from mainland
China, the volume of people coming in indicates that the design of the station is closer to an airport than a traditional station. The approximate 400,000 square meters of
floor area aids to avoid congestion and keep passengers moving through the station
with ease.71
5.

Diverse Land Use Pattern

The site is located on the Victoria Harbour immediately adjacent to the West Kowloon
Cultural District. The station’s first major construction project part of this planned
development in this district. This development recently completed several new facilities in 2018. These include: Kowloon Park, M+ Pavilion (exhibition space), Freespace
(theatre, outdoor stage), and the M+ Museum.72 Alongside the west of the station, is
the large scale development including multi high rise housing complexes, large scale
pedestrian parks with numerous retail, commercial and restaurants which are spread
out throughout the site’s adjacent context.
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71 ArchDaily, “Hong Kong West Kowloon Station / Andrew Bromberg at Aedas,” last modified
March 8, 2019, https://www.archdaily.com/911930/hong-kong-west-kowloon-station-aedas?ad_source=search&ad_medium=search_result_all.
72 Wikipedia, “West Kowloon Cultural District,” last modified December 14, 2004, https://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/West_Kowloon_Cultural_District#cite_note-15.

Figure 63: Sustainable landscape design (Image from Aedas)
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4.2.2 Aesthetic Analysis
1.

Memorable – functionally and aesthetically

The design of this station was successful in becoming a place marker
for this area. Part of the brief for the design was to have a strong civic
element, ‘acting as a new landmark with an immediate sense of arrival’.73 In addition to this, the design of the roof/canopy of the station
is done in a parametric way that gestures and frames certain views
of Hong Kong for users arriving to the city. This is done to establish a
sense of place and is successful in doing so.
2.

Enclosures

The design of this station includes a vast 45m height void in the
centre, with large sculptural columns that support the roof. As mentioned earlier, the design of this station is more akin to an airport
which are known for having vast open spaces with wide corridors
and waiting areas. However, the design tries to compliment this by
having lighting posts along internal pedestrian circulation, to give the
otherwise clear space pockets of enclosure; similar to the effect trees
have in open fields. The waiting area prioritises capacity of seating
over design for leisure, but still serves its purpose. Externally, the
design takes inspiration from the major green spaces; Kowloon Park
(to tvvhe south east), and West Kowloon Nursery Park (to the west).
These open spaces carry onto the roof of the station and users are
encouraged to use the green pathway leading up to the roof lookout.
The use of enclosures externally is for leisure and as a navigation
reference point.
3.

4.

Figure 67: Circulation space
(Image from Edmund Sumner)

Navigation and Function

The exterior façade and external green urban space are clearly indicative of a civic building that provides a public function. The form of the station is completely different to its immediate context which
is high rise housing complexes. It’s lack of vertical height gives users a reference point to navigate the
greater Kowloon area. The public elements within the station reflect what awaits for passengers beyond the station, and the design of the roof and supporting structure gesture and frame the areas of
Hong Kong that users may want to travel to. Internally the design employs a clear and concise pedestrian circulation strategy to accommodate the large influx of passengers using the station.
5.

Complexity

Figure 66: Upper level leisure area (Image from Edmund Sumner)

The material finish of the station is lacking when analysed for this criterion. Externally this is not the
case as the surrounding green space and geometric form of the façade aid to produce a captivating
form. Internally, the ceiling panel system helps to give the roof visual texture (similar to the ceiling
panel system used in Manukau Bus station). This visual texture is somewhat eroded by the giant and
sculptural structural columns holding up the roof, as they have a smooth white finish. Therefor an
argument can be made that this is done to contrast the panelised ceiling finish, to enhance the visual
complexity of the space.

Human Scale

As mentioned previously, the use of the streetlamps in the large open
space within the station void are used to soften the vastness of the
space. Trees are used in the outside green urban space to not only
enhance the civic space, but to give the large, parametric roof a quantifiable unit of measure. This is not reflected inside, and the station’s
size has a much more profound effect internally.
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73 “Hong Kong West Kowloon Station / Andrew Bromberg at Aedas,”

Figure 65: Exterior photo showing pedestrian entrance (Image from Edmund Sumner)
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4.3 Arnhem Central
Transfer Terminal

Figure 68: Station entrance (Image from Ronald Tilleman)

Figure 70: Render of Bus station and entrance, showing canopy and form (Image from UNStudio)

The 21,750m2 transfer terminal features a dramatic
structural roof with twisting geometry, which allows for a
column-free interior space which spans up to 60m in the
transfer hall. Taking inspiration form the continuous inside/
outside surface of a Klein bottle, the design for the terminal
attempts to blur the distinctions between inside and outside
by continuing the urban landscape into the interior of the
transfer hall, in which ceilings, walls and floors seamlessly
transition from one to another. This column-less space was
designed around the ways in which people will intuitively
use the space.76

This station is part of a 20-year master plan by UNStudio
backed by the Dutch Government started in 1996. This master
plan is to redevelop the wider station area and is the largest
post-war development in Arnhem, in the Netherlands. The
latest addition is this transfer hub, is a change from the traditional train station typology and is the most complex station in
Europe. The station will act as the new ‘front door’ to the city,
embracing the spirit of travel and aims to establish Arnhem
as an important node between Belgium, Germany, and The
Netherlands.74
UNStudio began the masterplan of this development in 1996
and completed the first preliminary design for the transfer
terminal in 2000. After intensive research into passenger flows
and transportation modes, UNStudio the new concept that will
operate as a ‘transfer machine’ that incorporates the whole
spectrum of public transport. The station operates within
international, nations and regional level of public transport network, allowing passengers to travel between cities with ease.
The station is part of a proposed countrywide railway network
which will connect to Breda, Delft, The Hague, Rotterdam, and
Utrecht.75
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74 ArchDaily, “Arnhem Central Transfer Terminal / UNStudio,” last
modified November 22, 2015, https://www.archdaily.com/777495/
arnhem-central-transfer-terminal-unstudio.
75 “Arnhem Central Transfer Terminal / UNStudio,”

The goal of this project was to turn Arnhem central from
just a train station to a transfer hub. The design of the
station directs and determines how people use and move
around the building than merely designing for the activities
and pedestrian flows that were already in place. During
the development of the design, the design team employed
a series of conceptual tools to mould the geometry of the
terminal landscape to accommodate the functions part of
the programme.77

Figure 36: Aerial of Transfer terminal and context
(Image from Frank Hanswijk)

Figure 69: Aerial of Transfer terminal and context (Image from Siebe Swart)

Figure 71: Waiting area under railway platform (Image from Frank Hanswijk)

76 “Arnhem Central Transfer Terminal / UNStudio,”
77 UNStudio, “Arnhem Central Masterplan,” accessed October 13, 2020, https://www.unstudio.com/en/page/12109/arnhem-central-masterplan.
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Figure 72: Floor plan (Image from UNStudio)

4.3.1 Functional Analysis
1.

Multiple transport options

These conceptual structural tools are; V-Walls, Cuts, The Twist, and Klein Bottle motif
previously mentioned. The ‘V-walls refer’ to the principal load-bearing structural element used in the design. These slanted elongated walls replace traditional columns
and bring daylight and natural ventilation deep into the underground levels. ‘Cuts’
refer to the two cuts in the fluid station landscape to open up entrances to different
functions. ‘The Twist’ refers to the large free-form sculptural element located in the
transfer hall that is also the load bearing support for the roof and a place marker.78

This area prior to development was a train station from the 1950s.
Since the beginning of this development in 1996 multiple additions
that facilitate different forms of transport have been added to the
site. The transfer hub accommodates a bus terminal (regional and
local), underground car park, train station, and storage for bikes.

In 2001, this development acquired the status of being one of the ‘new key projects’ (station areas of national importance) by the Dutch Government. These station
areas mentioned will function as a catalyst for urban renewals and economic growth.
This new Transfer terminal replaced a train station from the 1950s and will facilitate
the economic growth in the area by enabling an increased daily passenger flow of
110,000 commuters per day in 2020.79

The station promotes the use of public transport and aims to reduce
private car reliance but accommodates a carparking amenity. The
construction of the sculptural element was initially planned to be
made from concrete but upon further development was designed
to be built in steel using shipbuilding techniques. Due to not being
built from one material, the concept was adaptable and resilient to
change.80

2.

3.

Figure 74: Exploded axonometric
(Image from UNStudio)

Sustainability

Human Interaction

The floor space of the transfer floor is wide and open for pedestrians
walk through freely with areas for leisure and rest near bus terminals
and train stations.
4.

Transit and Pedestrian Oriented

This design uses the concept of wayfinding which relates to urban
design quality memorability to help users navigate the space using
a strong reference point, this being the sculptural mass in the transfer hall. Additionally to these elements, the pedestrian circulations
spaces are wide areas and sloped gradely to allow an easier transition
between levels as supposed to just using stairs and lift. The different
functions are clearly separated and have clear pathways leading to
them.
5.

Figure 73: Transfer Hall, showcasing ‘the Twist’ (Image from Hufton+Crow)
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78 “Arnhem Central Masterplan,”
79 “Arnhem Central Transfer Terminal / UNStudio,”

Diverse Land Use Pattern

As mentioned, the station’s program accommodates office and retail
space. Additional in the stations immediate vicinity is a cinema complex and the Park and Rijn Towers. The two towers have office floors
above the first few ground floors, the ground floor level assomilate
functions of the transfer hall of the hub.81 The hub is located close to
the centre of the city and is in the vicinity of residential areas, commercial and retail space, and large public parks.
80 “Arnhem Central Masterplan,”
81 Archello, “Park and Rijn Towers | UNStudio | Archello,” accessed October 17, 2020, https://archello.com/project/park-and-rijn-towers.

Figure 75: Transfer Terminal section (Image from UNStudio)
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Figure 76: Railway Platform (Image from Ronald Tilleman)

4.3.2 Aesthetic Analysis
1.

Figure 79: ‘The Twist’ Transfer Hall (Image from Hufton+Crow)

Figure 81: Railway station platform canopy (Image from Tim Snoek)

Memorable – functionally and aesthetically

The design of the transfer hall and over all development achieve this successfully. As mentioned in point 4 of the functional analysis, the design uses
the memorability of the sculptural element (The Twist) in the transfer hall as
a place marker for pedestrians to reference back too. A successful example
of an element that has a strong aesthetic quality that is used functionally.
2.

Enclosures

The Twist is also used as a place maker, and in conjunction with the roof to
form the space and levels within the transfer hall. The entire interior volume
of the transfer hall feels like one big enclosure in it of itself but is segmented
in more relatable/perceive spaces by the form of the twist and the circulation ramps that blend into it.
3.

Human Scale

The design of the transfer hub’s roof and ‘The Twist’ are designed in an
inorganic way which is smooth and not ‘human’. The design team added
wooden slat ceiling battens with lighting on the areas that do not have skylight entry to give these areas visual texture. The Twist finish remains bare
as part of its utility is to reflect light down deep into the plan of the transfer
hub. If the areas without the wooden cladding were left bare without any
light being reflected on it, it would be a bare, vast and unappealing environment to look at.
4.

Navigation and Function

The station functions branch out from the Twist as it acts as the programme
anchor to the station. This is evident in the plan and atmosphere of the
space. The functions are clearly separated, and the design makes it as easy
as possible to navigate but still be an engaging space to use. The design
employs the use of ramps to have gradual change in level to increase the
walkability of the space (as well as still providing stairs and lifts).
5.

Complexity

The Twist is a symbolic metaphor for how the design of the station unifies
the whole merging of different modes of transportation coming together
into an celebration of movement.82 The parametric and inorganic canopy
makes the space engage to view and experience, and with minimal changes
in material palette it makes this shape perceivable and the space although
engaging is not overwhelming. As discussed, the Twist has multiple functional and aesthetic uses all stemming from the fact that it is a memorable
piece of architecture.
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Figure 77: ‘V-Wall’ (Image from Hufton+Crow)

Figure 78: ‘The Twist’
(Image from Hufton+Crow)

82 UNStudio, “Arnhem Central Masterplan,” accessed October 13, 2020, https://
www.unstudio.com/en/page/12109/arnhem-central-masterplan.

Figure 80: Transfer Hall (Image from Hufton+Crow)
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4.4 Precedent Research Summary

Figure 82: Manukau Bus Station (Image from Stuff NZ)

The precedent designs that were examined all have a common goal of increasing pedestrian activity and land use diversity around key junctions in a city’s transport network.
The best examples mark the place and make the space iconic and memorable, giving
users a sense of place on arrival. The Manukau Bus Station’s architecture relates to the
location’s indigenous culture to establish a sense of place. West Kowloon Station’s architecture framed important views of the Hong Kong cityscape and directs visual attention
to key elements of the city to achieve sense of place and memorability. Arnhem Transfer
terminal’s Twist (sculptural structural element) utilises its inorganic nature to mark the
place and dictate the architecture of the station to produce a memorable result. All precedents’ strong architectural features serve a metaphorical, functional and architectural
purpose to achieve a high level of pedestrian engagement and memorability.
Manukau Bus station was successful in being memorable by showcasing cultural heritage
in its built form and use of materials and successful engagement of Te Aranga Design
principles. The main architectural feature is the roof canopy which incorporates local
and cultural history in its design (kite motif) and has design features which practise and
promote sustainability. The angular cuts in the canopy provide natural light entry deep
into the plan and can be utilized for passive ventilation and heating. The segments of the
roof canopy also help to parameterise the canopy, along with the interior wooden panel
finish aid to give the entire canopy a visual scale for the user. Additionally, the storm
water collected on the canopy is reused in garden areas.
West Kowloon Station is the metaphorical gateway to Hong Kong and the entire design
of the station emphasises by gesturing towards iconic areas of the city with its built
form. The design of this form was inspired by the transport forms converging on Hong
Kong, and this station being the focal point of this. It utilises this metaphor to maximise
the visual gestures to important parts of the city, internally and externally. The design
uses green space outdoors and on the walkable roof to connect to the other larger public
parks in Hong Kong to give the user a sense of what the wider city has to offer. This green
space uses trees to scale the large parametric shape of the architecture and add a visual
reference point to enhance the complexity of the façade.

Figure 83: Hong Kong West Kowloon Station (Image from Aedas)

5.0 DESIGN PROCESS
Figure 84: Arnhem Central Transfer Terminal (Image from Frank Hanswijk)

The Arnhem Central Transfer Terminal’s most standout architectural element is the Twist
and serves multiple purposes to achieve high memorability. The Twist is symbolic idol
of the merging of the different modes of transportation coming together at this station.
Functionally the Twist uses the ideal Klein bottle to blur the distinctions between inside
and outside. The shape of the Twist and the floors that blend into it shape the space of
the transfer hall and the articulated functions stemming off this main area. Additionally,
because of the irregular shape of the twist, the light that falls on it and is reflected off
travels deep into the plan of the transfer hall. The angle of the internal ramped floors
that connect/blend into the twist are reflected outside, so the internal circulation and architectural language is also brought out to the external areas. The inorganic shape of the
twist is used as a reference point for user navigating the space. In previous precedent,
they used cultural or views of the city itself to establish a sense of place, but Arnhem
Station achieves this quality through the architecture itself.
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5.1 Site analysis
5.1.1 Functional analysis of Northwest

5.1.2 Notable buildings, spaces and landmarks

Figure 85 shows how the site is currently utilized. As shown,
the immediate functions on the site are retail stores, fast food
and restaurants, countdown supermarket, cinema and an
accident and medical centre connected to a pharmacy. Aside
from the cinema and health care centre, most of the functions
are repeated on the Northwest development side and done
to a higher standard (in the new modern shopping facility).
Taking this into consideration, to allow for better pedestrian
connectivity and more defined pedestrian access points certain
buildings can be removed and functions relocated.

Prior to the Northwest development, the predominate architectural features around
the Westgate shopping complex were Cinema located on the North side of the complex and the pedestrian bridge connecting Westgate drive to Oreil Ave. The Cinema
entrance was a key piece of architecture for the development and served as its place
marker. The architecture is very similar to other mall cinemas around Auckland built
around this time, as they were under the same franchise and used the same architectural language internally and externally. The pedestrian bridge attempts to bring a
new architectural language to the area while respecting the industrial type architectural features of Westgate shopping complex in an updated and modern, yet organic
form that relates more to the area’s green space.

To the south of the site is a water treatment facility that may
need to be relocated in that area as the design for the station
will require its own bus off ramp. To the south-west, there is an
existing vast green space, which can be mirrored in the design
in the urban spaces outside of the station and hub.

The introduction of Northwest shopping complex brought a modernised pedestrian
urban space Te Pūmanawa Square, never seen before in this area, which will be the
town centre of this future urban space. Within the realm of the square is also the Te
Manawa library which is the highlight piece of architecture of the development. The
design of the library exposes its concrete columns and structural steelwork to reinforce the idea of this civic centre portraying order and stability.83 This design decision
also speaks to the Westgate’s exposed structural metal architectural features and
modernizes it.

Figure 86: Westgate place
marker (Image from Author)

Figure 87: Cinema facade (Image from Author)

Along with these new memorable pieces of architecture for this area, the Northwest
development introduced two landscaped green leisure spaces; Te Hauāuru Park and
Kopupaka Reserve. Te Hauāuru Park is a shift from standard suburban parks found
around west Auckland neighbourhoods and is more akin to an urban green space.
Kopupaka Reserve is a larger extension of this green urban space and has more walking routes and architectural features that enhance the natural landscape.
Figure 89: Pedestrian bridge over motorway (Image from Author)
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Figure 85: Land Use analysis (Information recorded by Author, Image from Author)

Figure 88: Te Manawa Library facing Te Pūmanawa Sqaure (Image from Author)

83 Warren & Mahoney, “Te Manawa - Westgate Library and Multi-Purpose Facility,” last
modified January 24, 2011, https://warrenandmahoney.com/portfolio/westgatetowncentre.
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5.1.3 Urban Activity

5.1.4 Westgate Circulation

The figure ground diagram gives a clear indication what is
prioritised on the site and Northwest development above
(and indicates how it will be developed without intervention
or direction). On the Westgate shopping side, the building
footprints (black shade) are articulated along the perimeter of the site to form an urban enclosure. The roads (grey
shade) are positioned in a way to maximize the car parking
amenity on the site (white shade) and get vehicular users
in and out of the site. The roads that go behind buildings
are primarily for staff access and parking although the lane
behind the Countdown supermarket is used by shoppers for
personal car parking.

This plan analyses the circulation on the
site of the buses and pedestrian. The bus
information was sourced from AT. Pedestrian flow was recorded on site and across
multiple days at peak times during the day.
Pedestrian flow also includes cyclist movement. The car use reflects the pedestrian
use; just as there is a lot of pedestrian
movement at peak times in certain areas on
site, the same pattern was recorded for cars
along the main roads around the site. As for
bikes, manual and motorized were recorded during analysis, however the numbers
varied and were not consistent.

The site is located adjacent to the Westgate junction of
the North-western motorway. Hobsonville road connects
the site to West Harbour and Fred Taylor Drive connects to
Kumue. Don Buck road and Westgate Dr connects to the
western suburbs of Massey and Henderson.

Figure 90: Figure ground/spatial axis analysis (Information recorded by Author, Image from Author)
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As shown, the pedestrian flow is heaviest
around the bus stops and a few lines of
shops. The area where there is the most
foot traffic is in front of the most frequently used shops. The areas which have light
pedestrian flow are the ones which have a
specific function nearby or used solely for
parking. There is a light amount of pedestrian movement coming in from suburbs as
the site is primarily accessed by automobile.

Figure 91: Circulation analysis (Information recorded by Author, Image from Author)
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5.2 Te Aranga Design Principles
The Te Aranga Design principles are a set of guidelines on how to engage mana
whenua (indigenous authority over land and natural resources) and shape design
outcomes that best acknowledge and represent the culture of New Zealand.84 They are
a set of outcome-based principles founded on intrinsic Māori cultural values and were
designed to provide practical guidance on how to enhance the protection, reinstatement and development of mana whenua cultural landscape and design architecture
which deepen this ‘sense of place’.85 Sense of place is an important factor in the design
of this transfer hub as it is established through the literature and precedent research.
Connecting to the local heritage to give public architecture is beneficial for users and
the represented culture as the Māori have been historicallu disenfranchised. The following are the seven principles and what their outcomes are:86
1.

Mana Rangatiratanga (authority): “The status of iwi (tribal grouping)
and hapū(subtribe) as mana whenua is recognised and respected.”

2.

Whakapapa (names & naming): “Māori names are used & celebrated.”

3.

Taiao (the natural environment): “(existing and proposed) is protected,
restored and/or enhanced.”

4.

Mauri Tū (environmental health): “is protected, maintained and/or
enhanced.”

5.

Mahi Tohi (creative expression): “Iwi/hapū narratives are captured and
expressed creatively and appropriately.”

6.

Tohu (the wider cultural landscape): “Mana whenua significant sites
and cultural landmarks are acknowledged.”

7.

Ahi Kā (the living presence): “Iwi/hapū have a living and enduring
presence and are secure and valued within their district.”

5.3 Programme brief
Within the realm of this thesis, the design will engage the principles of Mahi Toi,
Taiao, and Mauri Tū. Upon further development of this project, contact with Ngāti
Whātua Ngā Maunga Whakahii o Kaipara will be established. The names (whakapapa) that Kaipara propose will be used, along with the recognition significant cultural
landmarks and establishment of physical and visual links to them.
The built structure in the civic spaces will have inscribed/detailed Iwi/hapū narratives
and the display prominent public art installations. For the presentation for this project, indictive culturally accurate patterns and imagery will be rendered on the areas
where Mahi Tohi is expressed. Upon the further design development of this project,
local Iwi / hapū mandated design professionals and artists would be consulted to
specifically design these elements.
Mauri Tū will be expressed through the sustainable water recycling systems, passive
heating and ventilation design and sourcing materials as locally as possible. Including
these systems in design and management of resources will promote wellbeing of the
physical, social, and economic environment. Taiao will be expressed through the use
of local flora and fauna that are significant to the area to establish a connection to the
local natural environment. Adding these elements to the design programme will be
essential in establishing a meaningful sense of places, and aligns with the Auckland
2050 plans goals for the development of the new urban spaces around Auckland.

The aim of this research project is to investigate how transit-orientated design strategy can be used to reprogram an existing development to serve a new purpose. Additionally, how can the same ideology be used to improve the pedestrian connectivity.
The station typology this project is trying to develop is one that can minimise the use
of the private car, by occupying the large ground level in the planned urban zones
which are adjacent to a mall or other large retail/commercial centres. The space that
is currently occupied by malls can be later expanded or replaced by larger developments which can blend more cultural, and business/commercial uses.
The TOD literature-based design framework which outlined the functional and aesthetical design requirements of a transit-orientated development will be a significant
design driver and be used to assess the design outcome. The same framework was
used to access the precedents, to see how they achieved these criteria successfully.
The information learnt from that assessment will inform how the space should be
arranged on the project site, what type of amenities to include, and how the built
form, material finish and other various elements used to generate a successful the
pedestrian environment. A feature all the precedent had was that their predominate
built element (main architectural feature) had multiple functions or functional uses.
These uses include; user navigation, passive sustainability design feature, cultural
motif, and most of all, they all tried to establish and sense of place. It is paramount
for the design of this hub to achieve this. Establishing a sense of place through use of
materials, reference to an architectural language, symbolism for the local heritage of
the area increases the design memorability for the user.
Special consideration for this site are the key immediate areas the design will be
attempting to connect to successfully. These key areas being the Northwest development, the park to the south of the project site, and the existing functions located in
Westgate.

The following are functions and area (square meter) estimate of these spaces that will
be part of the design’s scheme (informed by precedent analysis):
Bus station:
Toilets: 100 m2
AT/Security Kiosk: 50 m2
Maintenance storage: 50 m2
Waiting/ seating area: 400 m2
Circulation Corridors: 300 m2
Retail kiosk: 50 m2
Bus bays: 12 Bays (explanation under 5.5.2 Developed Design - revision 2)
Administration block/section:
Station control office: 200 m2
Plant rooms: 50 m2
Private facilities for AT office staff and bus drivers. This will include lounge area with
kitchen facilities, toilets and showers.
Other amenities:
Underground car parking
Cycle storage and changing rooms
Urban space with meaningful green space
Public toilets
Sitting/relaxing areas for shoppers and travellers.
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84 Free Design Advice for Homes, Buildings & Neighbourhoods - Auckland Design Manual, “Te
Aranga Principles - Auckland Design Manual,” accessed October 20, 2020, https://www.aucklanddesignmanual.co.nz/design-subjects/Māori-design/te_aranga_principles.
85 “Te Aranga Principles - Auckland Design Manual,”
86 “Te Aranga Principles - Auckland Design Manual,”
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5.4 Preliminary Design Iterations
First three different preliminary design iterations were formed. These iterations were
experimental and investigated how the station could occupy the site. Then one iteration was picked to the final design but was developed and refined.

5.4.1 Design Iteration 1
In this first iteration the priority was to make create a bus circulation that worked
with the sites levels and could allow for interesting design opportunity. The spatial
hierarchy was given to bus circulation, then areas for maximum pedestrian engagement. In this iteration, thought was given to maximising the use of existing buildings
footprint and built structure on the site and not completely disregard what is currently located there.
How the spaces were arranged around the site is based on the circulation of buses
and pedestrians. The main inspiration for the bus circulation came from analysing
Manukau bus station and how its design resolved the similar bus circulation issues
this project faces.
The parking and circulation strategy that is used is referred to as sawtooth design.
The positives of sawtooth design are numerous.87 The positive features of sawtooth
solve common design problems in this project type. Problems in the area of planning,
spatial arrangement and program layout.
The main reason to use this design type is to maximise the use of space and accommodate the maximum amount of buses possible. The term ‘sawtooth’ usually refers
to a type of roof design but the term in this context is being used to design the spatial
arrangement of the bus bays. In which buses pull into the parking bay (sawtooth),
to drop off passengers, reverse out and continue on their service route. The angled
parking bay allows busses to pull into the bay with a smaller turning radius compared
to a perpendicular and reverse out in the same way.
This spatial arrangement is safer for passengers as it removes most chance of pedestrian paths and bus paths crossing. Passengers are not permitted to go to bus movement areas and are negated by fences and signage.
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87 Auckland Transport, “Manukau Bus Station,” accessed September 19, 2020, https://
at.govt.nz/projects-roadworks/manukau-bus-station/.

Figure 92: Initial sketch - Iteration 1 (Image from Author)

Figure 93: Site Plan - Iteration 1 (Image from Author)
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This is a draft sketch render which is illustrating one of
the civic spaces in this iteration. The exposed structural
elements act as visual barrier between the raised green
space and the semi circulation/leisure civic space on
an artificial slope. The slope is leading to a landscaped
green urban space around the stormwater overflow lake.

This is the second sketch render which shows the current
cinema facade being retained, addressing the urban
design quality of memorability. A proposed pedestrian bridge will connect the hub to Northwest mall and
its surrounding functions. The façade of the cinema is
retained as it an iconic piece of imagery of that area and
can be used a landmark to help navigate the site.

Part of Westgate’s character is it’s exposed industrial
motifs and structural frame grids that are littered across
the site on the circulation space and the current sitting
area/urban space. The aim of this iteration was to maximise the use of the built structure on site which presents
an opportunity to not disregard this industrial motif but
rather build on that aesthetic. There are a few corners
of buildings (stripped down to the structure) that have
been kept purposefully to separate certain areas visually
and when contrasted with greenery could make for new
character. This new character would be a development
of the older one.

The existing building shown on the right, would have the
cladding removed to expose the structure to exaggerate
the industrial motif mentioned previously. The urban
qualities that are trying to be communicated are like the
previous render. What was being explored in this iteration is how to visually connect the old outdated architectural style to a new language which builds on the history.
The negatives of this design was that bus circulation and
bay parking was an over compensation and took up majority of the project site. This design does not properly
address the pedestrian circulation design and the overall
distances for users would have to walk to get from one
side of the station to the other.

Buildings which are kept and repurposed have also
first been stripped back to the structure and have new
function within that footprint and structural ‘shell’. But
this idea is still being worked through and is not entirely
fleshed out. But this sort of imagery creates links back
to imageability and complexity of a space. By using an
architectural theme is which present on site and developing on that, could be more memorable to users as
there is a visual history that is being retained rather than
forming a completely new one.
While new construction would give a nod to this language, those buildings would have their own updated
aesthetic. This uniform contrast between new and old
architectural languages across the space can add to the
visual richness of the space detailed under complexity
(urban design quality).
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Figure 94: Sketch render of civic space - Iteration 1 (Image from Author)

Figure 95: Sketch render of connection pedestrian bridge to Northwest - Iteration 1 (Image from Author)
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5.4.2 Design Iteration 2
The emphasis for design for this iteration was to segregate the modes of vehicular
transport to create large open space in the middle to populate with functions and urban space. This iteration followed more of a ‘mall typology’ with a simple pedestrian
layout, compounded with a simple bus circulation design.

Figure 96: Initial sketch - Iteration 2 (Image from Author)
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Figure 97: Refined sketch plan - Iteration 2 (Image from Author)

Figure 98: Site Plan - Iteration 2 (Image from Author)
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This iteration took a different approach to address the bus
circulation to the previous iteration but still used the sawtooth
design for the bus bays. The philosophy for the bus circulation
in this design was to make access to the site easiest for the buses. Placing the bus terminals adjacent to the main streets, the
buses can enter one of the designated terminals, pick up passengers and leave immediately. In this design, there is a station
at the north of the site boundary at Fred Taylor drive that will
service northern lines, a station at south side of the site which
will service the western lines. In addition to this, a dedicated
bus lane for the BRT (bus rapid transit) and continuing through
a tunnel going under Fred Taylor drive and exiting out the other
side onto the motorway. The area occupied by a Countdown,
is where a multi-story car park will be proposed to promote
users who live locally to drive to the station, store their vehicle,
and use the bus service they require. Adjacent to all the 3 bus
stations are storage facilities for bikes and e-scooters as well as
lockers and changing rooms. The existing roading running along
the western boundary of the site will be repurposed to be a
lane for a North West only shuttle bus service. This will allow
shoppers to have a direct line of transport to the mall and retail
areas beyond.

5.4.3 Design Iteration 3
In this iteration, the design took a step back from trying to integrate a
mall/mixed use development with a metro station and purely focused
on establishing a defined station and articulated functions within and
around it. This involved scarping a lot of bold design decisions such as
proposing a tunnel connecting onto the motorway under the Hobsonville road bridge. However, this iteration retains the BRT dedicated off
ramp from the motorway to provide a defined entry onto the site and
into the station.
As mentioned, this iteration employed the standard station design
which includes bus lanes, with adjacent waiting platforms. The sawtooth bay design was abandoned because of the reversing dynamic.
Bus having to pull into a bay and then reversing out results in a circulation area that is very low speed. Additionally, it is not practically due
to the buses coming off the motorway decelerating at high speeds,
could potentially result in accidents.
Figure 103: Initial sketch - Iteration 3 (Image from Author)

Figure 99: Overall site axonometric - Iteration 2 (Image from Author)

The emphasis in this design was creating a dynamic pedestrian
environment, focusing more on creating a visually complex environment and not enough on its pedestrian connectivity to the
rest of Northwest. This design is overly centred around what
users do once they are at the hub rather than focusing on how
users connect to the immediate or wider context of the transfer hub. Lastly, this iteration abandon’s the standard typology
for a station (canopy above a station), and choses to separate
all functions and programme. This results in a proposal which
appears to be three stations with a handful of disjointed buildings between them.

Figure 102: Sketch axonometric and plan sketch - Iteration 3 (Image from Author)

Figure 100: Perspective of BRT station - Iteration 2
(Image from Author)
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Figure 101: Perspective of civic space - Iteration 2
(Image from Author)
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Figure 105: Overall site axonometric - Iteration 3
(Image from Author)

The bus station takes up majority of the centre of the site and has
the bus dedicated off-ramp on the south east corner. Northern,
north-western bus services and motorway BRT will exit at the Northwest corner of the station, using an existing vehicular access point of
the site. Bus services coming/going west will use the existing access
on the southwest side.
This iteration features a dedicated bus depot tucked into the northern
part of the site, hidden by the elevation of the Fred Taylor drive. The
car parking space has been reinstituted to multiple parking structures
located on existing parking areas on the site.

Figure 106: Section across platforms and bus lanes - Iteration 3 (Image from Author)

The built form takes inspiration from the canopy design shown in the
precedents and attempts to allow maximum sun and daylight on to
the station platforms and promote passive heating and cooling. This
leads to a canopy design which is segmented, angled and at an elevation for which sunlight during the morning and evenings can enter
the station but in the afternoon is blocked to provide shade.

0

Although this bus circulation had been a significant improvement
over previous iterations, there are unnecessary turning angles that
dictate the shape of the station, creating more design problems later
into development. For the next iteration, this part would have to be
simplified, and the canopy can then be designed to complement this
new bus circulation.
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Figure 104: Site plan - Iteration 3
(Image from Author)

Figure 107: Section along bus lane - Iteration 3 (Image from Author)

This iteration also fails to provide a pedestrian connection to Northwest and opts to provide a shuttle service that can later be developed
into a tram. Although still providing a means to navigate from the
station to Northwest development, the design needs to cater for all
forms of transit. Which may mean proposing a somewhat expensive
but plausible solution to provide a meaningful pedestrian connection
for the project site to Northwest development, in the form of a tunnel
running under Fred Taylor drive.
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5.5 Developed Design
This iteration is the final and what is chosen to be developed as it has the most
potential in creating a transport orientated hub for the Northwest node. The past iteration disregarded what is on site and proposed an entirely new development situated
around a bus station. This iteration builds on the positives of design iteration 3, where
it localized the station to the most effective location and proposed functions adjacent to it, to attempt maximise pedestrian accessibility. Another thing the previous
iteration failed to provide was a meaningful pedestrian connection to Northwest and
rather chose to provide a transport option. Making that the only option of pedestrian’s access to Northwest development after using the bus station. This iteration gives
attention to the aspect of the design which was lacking and begins to explore ways
for pedestrians to access Westgate’s immediate wider context.
This bus circulation in this iteration is simple, clear and accommodates the three
types of bus services (North-western BRT, Western lines, North western lines). The
proposed circulation design ensures that each bus service has access to a dedicated
platform to drop off and pick up passengers and exit the site from the entry point
respective to the bus service. The north western lines enter the site from Fred Taylor
road via existing entry, but in this proposal will descend to the site level (akin to an
off ramp). Western lines will enter from the existing entry from Westgate drive. The
North-western BRT will have its own off ramp to access the site which will begin
further down from the existing off ramp to avoid bus and car collisions at high speed.
The north western and western lines will have to loop around the station, pick up/
drop off passengers at the station platforms and exit from the entry point they came.
This area would have to be a low speed zone and incorporate signal operated system
to avoid any collisions.

Figure 109: Bus station section
(Image from Author)
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The passengers will navigate the station using a raised circulation that connects the
station to the proposed admin building which will also accommodate the Northwest
dedicated tram station. Likewise, this raised circulation will have connections to the
proposed civic space (west and south of the station). Before a canopy design could be
developed, this design already lacks in a successful waiting area on the platform as it
is long and runs the full length of the station. The precedents added visual breaks and
used the idea of enclosures in vast spaces to make them quantifiable for the user, to
aid in navigation.
The tram bridge will also have pathway along the side of it, providing a definitive
pedestrian connection. However, it is still not a strong connection to Northwest as
Fred Taylor Drive is a busy road and users will have to use the traffic light to cross,
eroding a free-flowing circulation that is more desirable. Proposing a shared zone
or low speed zone would be counterproductive and cause congestion. Although this
iteration takes steps in the right direction; the bus circulation, station platform, and
pedestrian connections need to be developed.

Figure 108: Tram station elevation
(Image from Author)

Figure 110: Site plan - Developed Design
(Image from Author)
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5.6 Design Outcome
The previous revision had too many vertical elements on the station, and the pedestrian circulation required travellers to use three different above ground walkways to
get down to the ground level where the bus platforms are. Additionally, the walkways
are segmented into ascending levels to match the landscape of the site, further complicating the circulation. In this development attention was given to alternate ways for
the pedestrian circulation to be designed.
Up until this point in the design development, the bus bay amenity was added around
the bus circulation and not accounting for current and future transport requirements.
Before development for this revision, calculations were carried out to understand the
current bus services that pass-through Westgate and an educated guess for what will
be required for planned development in the area. There are two main stops that all
services pass through, stop A (id: 1555) and stop B (id: 1599) refer to figure 91. Below
are the services at stop A and B and number of buses per hour for each service;
Stop A:
14T: Henderson line every 30 minutes. Bus per hr = 2 (no. of times per hour) x 2 (inbound, outbound) = 4 buses per hour.
14W: Henderson line every 30 minutes. 4 buses per hour.

harbour, with lines going to the city centre also. The only confirmed future addition to
the bus services will be the introduction of the BRT, which will most likely be a service
running every 15 minutes, meaning 2 buses inbound and outbound to Northshore
and 2 buses inbound and outbound to the City Centre. Along with this, a lot of the
main lines that run every 30 minutes would get increased to every 15 minutes also.
Resulting in the number of bus bays required for the proposed station around 16 plus
or minus 2 bays.
Once this was established, the footprint of the platform and bus bays were laid out.
Instead the previous revision’s platform arrangement, this revision opted for wider
platform as this provides for space for circulation, waiting and leisure areas. The last
revision proposed a stepping down above ground walkway (ref. figure 109) to follow the topography. In this revision, this same circulation design is used as a tunnel
connecting the two sides of the station and tunnels connecting the bus station tot
he tram station. The use of ramps as the transition between levels in Arnhem Central Transfer Terminal increased the walkability of the space. To minimise the depth
required to go a level below ground, the middle portion of the station platforms and
bus lanes were raised. The civic areas, and access points were kept the same. The
programme for the tram station building was developed to include more functions
such as, AT staff areas, facilities and rentable office space on the higher floors.

110: City Centre line every 30 minutes. 4 buses per hour.
111: Local/royal heights line every 30 minutes. Bus per hr = 2 x 1 (direct line) = 2
buses per hour.
129: City Centre peak hour service every 30 minutes. 2 buses per hour.
Stop B:
112: Hobsonville line every 30 minutes. 4 buses per hour.
114: Whenupai to Hobsonville Point line once every hour. 2 buses per hour (direct
line).
120: Henderson to North Shore every 30 minutes. 4 buses per hour.
122: Kumeu, Huapai line once every 2 hours. 1(0.5 x 2(inbound, outbound) bus per
hour.
125: Kumeu line once every 2 hours. 1 bus per hour.
125X: Kumeu to City Centre peak hour service every 30 minutes. 2 buses per hour.
126: Northshore line via suburbs, once every hour. 2 buses per hour.
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That means, in an hour at least 32 buses go through the bus stops. Meaning every
quarter of an hour, there can be up to 8 buses dropping and picking up passengers at
the station. These service lines cover most of Northwest, Massey, Henderson, West

Figure 111: Overall site axonometric sketch - Design outcome
(Image from Author)

Figure 112: Ground level plan - Design outcome
(Image from Author)
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Figure 116: Detail section of
station canopy, giving notion to
structural components.
(Image from Author)

As discussed, the character of Westgate shopping is the
exposed industrial steel aesthetic and is contrasted with
the vast hills of greenery and plant life. The canopies of
the bus lane areas and the platform station was designed
to display this contrast. In addition to these contextual narratives, the proposed transfer hub to service the
Northwest development will be the focal point. There
for the connection to the development should be a place
marker in the areas, exactly as the precedents were
memorable to their respective locations. The tram station building due to its significant height above the bus
station and surrounding buildings will be the metaphorical lighthouse for this development and act as the place
marker for the transport interchange in this future urban
zone. The architectural language of this building must
reflect the language of the station for visual coherence,
linkages, and imageability.
The last iteration lacked meaningful pedestrian connection to the Northwest development. In this final revision,
both sides of Westgate will have access to a pedestrian
tunnel that runs under Fred Taylor Drive, and paths up
to Maki St and continues towards Te Pūmanawa Square.
Towards the pedestrian tunnel, users have the option to
take ramps up to the road level and traverse to Northwest with routes to the tram station as well.
The civic space indicated will be designed to have lawned
areas with plant life (indigenous species), and paved
areas with seating, light posts, and activity spaces. The
architectural landscape of these spaces will resemble Te
Hauāuru Park and Kopupaka Reserve (both located on
Maki street) to establish linkages to these areas and the
parks located around Westgate.
As this project is refined, the structure of the station
canopy will be developed to act not just as structure, but
an architectural element that defines the space and will
be inscribed with historic indigenous narratives to give
a unique sense of place to the station. This architectural
language and imagery will be reflected on the structure
and facades of tram station building to establish this development as the most important junction in the Northwest future urban zone.
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Figure 113: Road level plan - Design outcome
(Image from Author)

Figure 114: Section across pedestrian tunnel and platforms
(Image from Author)

Figure 117: Overall sketch section of bus station.
(Image from Author)
Figure 115: Section along pedestrian tunnel
(Image from Author)
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Figure 118: Floor plan of urban
space adjacent to Tram station
(Image from Author)
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Figure 119: Floor plan of Tram station
(Image from Author)
Figure 120: Isometric sketch of Tram station
(Image from Author)
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6.0 CONCLUSION

Figure 121: Axonometric render of design outcome
(Image from Author)
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The research question asked how transit-orientated design strategy can be used to reprogram an existing outdated development to serve a new purpose. The information
that has been gathered and articulated into a typology for a transport station that can
integrate into an existing fabric, provide multiple transport options (decrease private
car reliance) and promote diverse land use, and most importantly, increase pedestrian connectivity. The methodology, theories examined, and design strategies formed
can the be used to design the other transfer hubs in future urban zones around Auckland, that have these outdated malls and vast carparks that do not meet transport
needs and requirements for the future.
It is evident through the literature analysis that transit-orientated developments
facilitate multiple transport options to decrease the reliance on one particular mode
of transit, and design the land use around these hubs to support this by diversifying functions and in turn diversifying the type of user engaging with that particular
context. The precedents achieved this functionally by being pivotal junctions in the
transport network that connect people to places and activities. But also, being a
‘place’, an urban space that is desired to be in and leave a last impression on the user.
The main way to create this important connection between architecture and user is
by establishing a ‘sense of place’ in these developments. Establishing an identity for
the hub and the wider region it connects to.

The architectural precedents managed multiple forms of transport but prioritised the
space for the pedestrian. Giving them the infrastructure to travel resource efficiently
and time effectively to minimize the reliance on the private car and begin to deconstruct areas designed for singular vehicular transport. It admittedly will not solve the
problem today but will begin to minimize the harm on the environment and plant the
seed for future planners and designers to expand on this progression.
The design outcome of this research project builds on the positive elements of the
Northwest development and attempts to give architectural direction for the planned
construction over the next 3 decades. However, this sense of place and identity could
be further magnified by more in-depth research into indigenous history and earlier
engagement with mana whenua to inform the design of the built elements.
The new additions of Te Pumanwa Square, Te Manawa library, and Te Hauāuru Park
are pieces of architecture and urban design that has never been experienced in this
area, giving Northwest a new architectural language that is made for the pedestrian. The design attempts to marry this new language with concepts of TOD and the
historic aesthetic of the area to create a ‘sense of place’ and establish a new identity
for Northwest.
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